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ABSTRACT 
Test case prioritization (TP) is widely used in regression testing for optimal reordering of test cases to achieve specific 
criteria (e.g., higher fault detection capability) as early as possible. In our earlier work, we proposed an approach for black-
box dynamic TP using rule mining and multi-objective search (named as REMAP) by defining two objectives (fault 
detection capability and test case reliance score) by considering test case execution results at runtime. In this paper, we 
conduct an extensive empirical evaluation of REMAP by employing three different rule mining algorithms and three 
different multi-objective search algorithms, and we also evaluate REMAP with one additional objective (estimated 
execution time) for a total of 18 different configurations (i.e., 3 𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑚𝑠×3 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ 𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑚𝑠×
2 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠) of REMAP. Specifically, we empirically evaluated the 18 variants of REMAP with 1) 
two variants of random search while using two objectives and three objectives, 2) three variants of greedy algorithm based 
on one objective, two objectives, and three objectives, 3) 18 variants of static search-based prioritization approaches, and 4) 
six variants of rule-based prioritization approaches using two industrial and three open source case studies. Results showed 
that the two best variants of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives significantly outperformed the best variants 
of competing approaches by 84.4% and 88.9%, and managed to achieve on average 14.2% and 18.8% higher Average 
Percentage of Faults Detected per Cost (APFDc) scores. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
Modern software is developed at a rapid pace to add new features or fix detected bugs continuously. This can lead to new 
faults into the previously tested software and to ensure that no new bugs are introduced, regression testing is frequently 
applied in the industry [1-3]. Specifically, in regression testing previously developed test cases are used to validate 
software changes. However, regression testing is an expensive maintenance process that can consume up to 80% of the 
overall testing budgets [4, 5], and it might not be possible to execute all the test cases when the testing resources (e.g., 
execution time) are limited. 

Test case prioritization (TP) is one of the most widely used approaches to improve regression testing to schedule test 
cases for achieving certain criteria (e.g., code coverage) as quickly as possible [6-9]. Most of the existing techniques for 
TP aim to find the faults as soon as possible, however, an ability of a test case to detect a fault is determined only after 
executing it. The execution results of the executed test cases at runtime are not usually used to prioritize the test cases 
dynamically by the existing TP techniques [7, 10-14], i.e., they produce a list of static prioritized test cases. Based on our 
collaboration with Cisco Systems [15, 16] focusing on cost-effectively testing video conferencing systems (VCSs), we 
noticed that there might exist underlying relations among the executions of test cases, which test engineers are not aware 
of when developing these test cases. For example, when the test case (𝑇!) that tests the amount of free memory left in VCS 
after pair to pair communication for a certain time (e.g., 5 minutes) fails, the test case (𝑇!) verifying that the speed of fan in 
VCS locks near the speed set by the user always fails as well. This is in spite of the fact that all test cases are supposed to 
be executed independently of one another. Moreover, we noticed that when 𝑇! is executed as pass, another test case (𝑇!) 
that checks the CPU load measurement of VCS also always passes. 

With this motivation, we recently proposed a black-box TP approach (named as REMAP) [17] to prioritize test cases 
dynamically based on the runtime execution results of the test cases using rule mining and search. The proposed approach 
(i.e., REMAP) consists of three key components: Rule Miner (𝑅𝑀), Static Prioritizer (𝑆𝑃), and Dynamic Executor and 
Prioritizer (𝐷𝐸𝑃). First, 𝑅𝑀 defines fail rules and pass rules for representing the execution relations among test cases and 
mines these rules from the historical execution data using a rule mining algorithm (Repeated Incremental Pruning to 
Produce Error Reduction (RIPPER) [18]). Second, SP defines two objectives: Fault Detection Capability (𝐹𝐷𝐶) and Test 
Case Reliance Score (𝑇𝑅𝑆), and applies a multi-objective search algorithm (Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II 
(NSGA-II) [19])  to statically prioritize test cases. Third, DEP executes the static prioritized test cases obtained from the 
SP and dynamically updates the test case order based on the runtime test case execution results together with the fail rules 
and pass rules from RM. 



In this paper, we conduct an extensive empirical evaluation of REMAP using 1) three different rule mining algorithms: 
a) RIPPER, b) C4.5 [20], and c) Pruning Rule-Based Classification (PART) [21] together with 2) three different search 
algorithms: a) NSGA-II, b) Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA2) [22], and c) Indicator-based Evolutionary 
Algorithm (IBEA) [23] for a total of nine different configurations of REMAP (i.e., 3 rule mining algorithms × 3 search 
algorithms). Additionally, we modify 𝑆𝑃 in REMAP by defining one additional objective (i.e., Estimated Execution Time 
(𝐸𝐸𝑇)) and statically prioritize with three objectives to check if the additional objective can improve the performance of 
REMAP for TP. Thus, we compare a total of 18 configurations of REMAP (i.e., nine configurations for REMAP with two 
objectives: 𝐹𝐷𝐶 and 𝑇𝑅𝑆, and nine configurations for REMAP with three objectives: 𝐹𝐷𝐶, 𝑇𝑅𝑆, and 𝐸𝐸𝑇). 

To empirically evaluate REMAP, we employed a total of five case studies (two industrial ones and three open source 
ones): 1) two data sets from Cisco related with VCS testing, 2) two open data sets from ABB Robotics for Paint Control 
[24] and IOF/ROL [24], and 3) one open Google Shared Dataset of Test Suite Results (GSDTSR) [25]. We compared the 
18 configurations of REMAP with 1) two variants of random search (RS) [10, 12, 26]: RS2obj based on 𝐹𝐷𝐶 and 𝑇𝑅𝑆, and 
RS3obj based on 𝐹𝐷𝐶, 𝑇𝑅𝑆, and 𝐸𝐸𝑇, 2) three prioritization approaches based on Greedy [6, 8, 27]: G1obj based on 𝐹𝐷𝐶, 
G2obj based on 𝐹𝐷𝐶  and 𝑇𝑅𝑆, and G3obj based on 𝐹𝐷𝐶 , 𝑇𝑅𝑆, and 𝐸𝐸𝑇, 3) 18 variants of search-based TP (SBTP) 
approaches [28-30]: nine each with two objectives and three objectives, and 3) six variants of rule-based TP (RBP) 
approaches [31] (using the mined rules from RM): three each with two objectives and three objectives. 

To assess the quality of the prioritized test cases, we use the Average Percentage of Faults Detected per Cost (𝐴𝑃𝐹𝐷!) 
metric. The results showed that the test cases prioritized by all the 18 variants of REMAP performed significantly better 
than RS for all the case studies, and the two best variants of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives performed 
significantly better than the best variants of the selected competing approaches by 84.4% and 88.9% of the case studies. 
Overall on average, the two best variants of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives managed to achieve on 
average 14.2% (i.e., 13.2%, 15.9%, 21.5%, 13.3%, and 6.9%) and 18.8% (i.e., 10.4%, 27.3%, 33.7%, 10.1%, and 12.2%) 
higher 𝐴𝑃𝐹𝐷! scores for the five case studies. 

Note that this paper extends our previous work [17] with the following key contributions: 
1) An extensive empirical evaluation of REMAP is performed by a) involving three rule mining algorithms together with 

three search algorithms for a total of nine configurations of REMAP and b) defining an additional objective for 𝑆𝑃 
resulting in nine additional configurations of REMAP. The total evaluation included 18 configurations of REMAP, 
whereas our earlier work only included one configuration of REMAP. 

2) Evaluation of REMAP is improved by involving 1) one additional variant of RS and Greedy, 2) 17 additional variants 
of SSBP approaches, and 3) five additional variants of RBP approaches. 

3) The background section has been added to introduce data mining and multi-objective optimization. 
4) The Average Percentage of Faults Detected per Cost (𝐴𝑃𝐹𝐷!) metric has been employed to evaluate the quality of the 

approaches to take into account the execution time of the test cases. 
5) A more in-depth discussion has been added based on the results. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives relevant background, and Section 3 motivates our 
work followed by a formalization of the TP problem in Section 4. Section 5 presents REMAP in detail, and Section 6 
details the experiment design followed by presenting the results in Section 7. Overall discussion and threats to validity 
are presented in Section 8. Related work is presented in Section 9, and Section 10 concludes this paper. 

2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Data Mining 
Data mining is the process of extracting hidden correlations, patterns, and trends from large data sets that are both 
understandable and useful to the data owner [32]. This process is achieved using pattern recognition technologies along 
with statistical and mathematical techniques [33]. Data mining techniques have been widely applied to problems from 
different domains (e.g., science, engineering), and it is one of the fastest growing fields in the computer industry [33]. 

Since all automated systems generate some form of data for diagnostic or analysis objectives, a large amount of data 
are produced [34]. However, the raw data might be collected from different formats, and the raw data might be 
unstructured and not immediately suitable for automated processing. Therefore, data mining consists of different phases 
such as data cleaning, feature extraction, and algorithmic design [34]. More specifically, the data cleaning and feature 
extraction phase converts the unstructured and complex data to a well-structured data set that can be effectively used by a 
computer program, which is then used by an algorithm to discover hidden patterns. 

There are two different types of data mining methods: supervised learning  (i.e., for labeled data) and unsupervised 
learning (i.e., for unlabeled data). Supervised learning aims to discover the relationship between input data (also called 
independent variables) and target attributes (also called dependent variable or outcome) [35]. On the other hand, 
unsupervised learning aims to identify hidden patterns inside input data without labeled responses. More specifically, 
unsupervised learning group instances without a pre-specified dependent attribute [35]. Additionally, supervised learning 
uses class information of the training instances while unsupervised learning does not use the class information. In our 
context, we aim to find the hidden rules between the execution relations of the test cases such that each test case execution 



result (e.g., pass) is used as a class and the past execution history is used as the training instances. Therefore, we adopted 
supervised learning in our approach. 

There are two main types of supervised models: classification models and regression models. Classifiers map the input 
space into predefined classes, while regressor maps the input space into a real-valued domain [35]. Since we have 
predefined classes (i.e., test case execution results), we use classification models. The classification rules are constructed 
in two major ways: 1) Indirect method (e.g., C4.5 [20]), which learns decision trees then converts them to rules and 2) 
Direct method (e.g., Repeated Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction (RIPPER) [18]), which extracts rules 
directly from the data. Specifically, C4.5 takes a set of labeled data as input, creates a decision tree and tests it against 
unseen labeled test data for generalization. On the other hand, RIPPER employs the separate-and-conquer rule technique to 
generate rules directly from the training dataset, such that the rules are learned incrementally. RIPPER was designed to be 
fast and effective when dealing with large and noisy datasets as compared to decision trees [18]. While creating rules from 
decision tree is computationally expensive in the presence of noisy data, direct rule mining method has the over pruning 
(hasty generalization) problem [36]. The Pruning Rule-Based Classification (PART) [21] is derived from C4.5 and 
RIPPER to avoid their shortcomings. More specifically, PART creates partial trees and corresponding to each partial tree, 
a single rule is extracted for the branch that covers the maximum nodes [36]. 

2.2 Multi-Objective Test Prioritization 
Multi-objective test prioritization aims to find tradeoff solutions for test case prioritization where various objectives (e.g., 
execution cost) conflict with one another, and no single optimal solution exist. Multi-objective test prioritization produces 
a set of solutions with equivalent quality (i.e., non-dominated solutions) based on Pareto optimality, which is called as 
Pareto fronts [37-39]. Pareto optimality defines the Pareto dominance to assess the quality of solutions [40]. Suppose a 
multi-objective TP problem consists of 𝑚 objectives to be optimized, 𝑂 = {𝑜!, 𝑜!,… , 𝑜!}, and each objective can be 
measured using a fitness 𝑓! from 𝐹 = {𝑓!, 𝑓!,… , 𝑓!}. If we aim to minimize the fitness function such that a lower value for 
an objective implies better performance, then solution 𝑠! dominates solution 𝑠! (i.e., 𝑠! ≻ 𝑠!) iff : 

∀!!!,!,…,!𝑓!(𝑠!) ≤ 𝑓!(𝑠!) ⋀ ∃!!!,!,…,!𝑓!(𝑠!) < 𝑓!(𝑠!). 
Multi-objective search algorithms have been widely applied for different multi-objective test prioritization problems.  

We employed three representative multi-objective search algorithms from the literature [41]: Non-dominated Sorting 
Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [19], Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA2) [22], and Indicator-based 
Evolutionary Algorithm (IBEA) [23]. NSGA-II is based on Pareto optimality, and in NSGA-II, the solutions (i.e., 
chromosomes) in the population are sorted into several fronts based on the ordering of Pareto dominance [19]. The 
individual solutions are selected from the non-dominated fronts, and if the number of solutions from the non-dominated 
front exceeds the specified population size, the solutions with a higher value of crowding distance are selected, where 
crowding distance is used to measure the distance between the individual solutions and the rest of the solutions in the 
population [39]. SPEA2 is also based on Pareto optimality, and in SPEA2, the fitness value for each solution is calculated 
by summing up its raw fitness (based on the number of solutions it dominates) and density information (based on the 
distance between a solution and its nearest neighbors) [22]. Initially, SPEA2 creates an empty archive and fills it with the 
non-dominated solutions from the population. In the subsequent generations, the solutions from the archive and the non-
dominated solution are used to create a new population. If the number of non-dominated solutions is more than the 
maximum size of the specified population, the solution with the minimum distance to other solutions is selected by 
applying a truncation operator. IBEA uses performance indicators (e.g., hypervolume (HV)) instead of Pareto dominance 
to measure the quality of the solutions for multi-objective optimization [23]. Specifically, HV calculates the volume in the 
objective space covered by a non-dominated set of solutions (e.g., Pareto front) [42]. One potential downfall of using HV 
is the computational complexity of calculating the hypervolume measure as the number of objectives increase. 

The greedy algorithm has also been widely employed to solve single and multi-objective test prioritization problem. 
Specifically, Greedy algorithms work on the “next best” search principle, such that the element (e.g., test case) with the 
highest weight (e.g., branch coverage) is selected first [8]. It is then followed by the element with the second highest 
weight and so on until all the elements have been selected or termination criteria of the algorithm are met (e.g., the total 
execution time of the selected test cases). The greedy algorithm makes greedy choices at each step to ensure that the 
objective function is optimized (i.e., maximized or minimized). For multi-objective optimization, Greedy algorithm 
converts a multi-objective optimization problem into a single optimization problem using the weighted-sum method [43] 
for assigning the fitness, such that each objective is given equal weight (i.e., if all the objective holds equal importance). 
After that, the weight of each element is obtained by adding the weighted objective values.  

3 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE 
We have been collaborating with Cisco Systems, Norway for more than nine years to improve the quality of their video 
conferencing systems (VCSs) [15, 16, 29]. The VCSs are used to organize high-quality virtual meetings without gathering 
the participants to one location. These VCSs are used in many organizations such as IBM and Facebook. Each VCS has on 
average three million lines of embedded C code, and they are developed continuously. Testing needs to be performed each 
time the software is modified. However, it is not possible to execute all the test cases since there is only a limited time for 



execution and each test case requires much time for execution (e.g., 10 minutes). Thus, the test cases need to be prioritized 
to execute the important test cases (i.e., test cases most likely to fail) as soon as possible. 

Through further investigation of VCS testing, we noticed that a certain number of test cases turned to pass/fail together, 
i.e., when a test case passes/fails some other test case(s) passed/failed almost all the time (with more than 90% probability). 
This is despite the fact that the test cases do not depend upon one another when implemented and are supposed to be 
executed independently. Moreover, the test engineers from our industrial partner are not aware of these execution relations 
(i.e., test case failing/passing together) when implementing and executing test cases. Note that we consider that each failed 
test case is caused by a separate fault since the link between actual faults and executed test cases are not explicit in our 
context, and this has been assumed in other literature as well [9, 24, 31]. 

FIGURE 1 depicts a running example to explain our approach with six real test cases from Cisco along with their 
execution results within seven test cycles. A test cycle is performed each time the software is modified, where a set of test 
cases from the original test suite are executed. When a test case is executed, there exist two types of execution results, i.e., 
pass or fail. Pass implies that the test case did not find any fault(s), while Fail denotes that the test case managed to detect 
a fault(s). From FIGURE 1, we can observe that the execution of test cases 𝑇!, 𝑇!, 𝑇!, 𝑇!, 𝑇!, and 𝑇! failed four, two, three, 
three, one, and four times, respectively within the seven test cycles. Moreover, we can observe that there exist certain 
relations between the execution results of some test cases. For example, when 𝑇! is executed as fail/pass, 𝑇! is always 
executed as fail/pass and vice versa, when both of them were executed.  

	
FIGURE 1 Sample data showing the execution history for six test cases*. 

*NE: Not Executed 
Based on such observation, we can assume that internal relations for test case execution can be extracted from 

historical execution data, which can then be used to guide prioritizing test cases dynamically. More specifically, when a 
test case is executed as fail (e.g., 𝑇! in FIGURE 1), the corresponding fail test cases (e.g., 𝑇! in FIGURE 1) should be 
executed earlier as there is a high chance that the corresponding test case(s) is executed as fail. On the other hand, if a test 
case is executed as pass (e.g., 𝑇! in FIGURE 1), the priority of the related pass test case(s) (𝑇! in FIGURE 1) need to be 
decreased (i.e., they need to be executed later). We argue that identifying such internal execution relations among test 
cases can help to facilitate prioritizing test cases dynamically, which is the key motivation of this work. 

4 BASIC NOTATIONS AND PROBLEM REPRESENTATION 
This section presents the basic notations (Section 4.1) and problem representation (Section 4.2). 

4.1 Basic Notations 
Notation 1. 𝑇𝑆 is an original test suite to be executed with 𝑛 test cases, i.e., 𝑇𝑆 = {𝑇!,𝑇!,… ,𝑇!}. For instance, in the 

running example (FIGURE 1), 𝑇𝑆 consists of six test cases. 
Notation 2. 𝑇𝐶 is a set of 𝑝 test cycles that have been executed, i.e., 𝑇𝐶 = {𝑡𝑐!, 𝑡𝑐!,… , 𝑡𝑐!}, such that one or more test 

cases are executed in each test cycle. For example, there are seven test cycles in the example (FIGURE 1), i.e., 𝑝=7. 
Notation 3. For a test case 𝑇! executed in a test cycle 𝑡𝑐!, 𝑇! has two possible verdicts, i.e., 𝑣!" ∈ 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠, 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙 . For 

example, in FIGURE 1, the verdict for 𝑇! is fail, while the verdict for 𝑇! is pass in 𝑡𝑐!. If a test case has not been executed 
in a test cycle, it has no verdict. For instance, in FIGURE 1, 𝑇! has no verdict (represented by 𝑁𝐸) in 𝑡𝑐!. 𝑉 𝑇!  is a 
function that returns the verdict of a test case 𝑇! . 

Notation 4. For a test case 𝑇! executed in a test cycle 𝑡𝑐!, 𝑒𝑡!" denotes the execution time of 𝑇! in 𝑡𝑐!. 

4.2 Problem Representation 
Let 𝑆 represents all potential solutions for prioritizing TS to execute, 𝑆 = {𝑠!, 𝑠!,… , 𝑠!}, where 𝑞 =  𝑛!. For instance in the 
running example with six test cases (FIGURE 1), the total number of solutions 𝑞 = 720. Each solution 𝑠! is an order of 
test cases from TS, 𝑠! = {𝑇!!,𝑇!!,… ,𝑇!"} where 𝑇!" refers to a test case that will be executed in the 𝑖!! position for 𝑠!. 

Test Case Prioritization (TP) Problem: TP problem aims to find a solution 𝑠! = {𝑇!!,𝑇!!,… ,𝑇!"}  such that: 𝐹(𝑇!") ≥
 𝐹(𝑇!"),𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖 < 𝑘 ∧  1 ≤  𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 − 1and 𝐹(𝑇!") is an objective function that represents the fault detection capability of 
a test case in the 𝑖!! position for the solution 𝑠!. 

T1: Pass
T2: NE
T3: Pass
T4: Fail
T5: Fail
T6: NE

T1: Fail
T2: Pass
T3: Fail
T4: Pass
T5: Pass
T6: Fail

T1: Fail
T2: Fail
T3: Fail
T4: Fail
T5: Pass
T6: Fail

T1: Pass
T2: Pass
T3: Pass
T4: Pass
T5: Pass
T6: NE

T1: Fail
T2: Fail
T3: NE
T4: Fail
T5: Pass
T6: Fail

T1: Pass
T2: Pass
T3: Pass
T4: Pass
T5: Pass
T6: Fail

1 2 3 4 5 6
Test Cycle

T1: Fail
T2: Pass
T3: Fail
T4: Pass
T5: Pass
T6: NE
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Dynamic TP Problem: The goal of dynamic TP is to dynamically prioritize test cases in the solution based on the runtime 
test case execution results to detect faults as soon as possible. For a solution 𝑠! = {𝑇!!,𝑇!!,… ,𝑇!"}, the dynamic TP 
problem aims to update the execution order of the test cases in 𝑠! to obtain a solution 𝑠!! = {𝑇!!!,… ,𝑇!"!}, such that 
𝐹(𝑠!!) ≥ 𝐹(𝑠!). 𝐹(𝑠!!) is a function that returns the value for the Average Percentage of Faults Detected per Cost for 𝑠!!. 

5 APPROACH: REMAP 
This section first presents an overview of our approach for dynamic TP that combines rule mining and search in Section 
5.1 followed by detailing its three key components (Section 5.2 – Section 5.4). 

5.1 Overview of REMAP 
FIGURE 2 presents an overview of REMAP consisting of three key components: Rule Miner (RM), Static Prioritizer (SP), 
and Dynamic Executor and Prioritizer (DEP). The core of RM is to mine the historical execution results of test cases and 
produce a set of execution relations (i.e., Rules depicted in FIGURE 2) among test cases, e.g., if 𝑇! fails then 𝑇! fails in 
Section 3. Afterward, SP takes the mined rules and historical execution results of test cases as input to statically prioritize 
test cases for execution. Finally, DEP executes the statically prioritized test cases obtained from the SP one at a time and 
dynamically updates the order of the unexecuted test cases based on the runtime test case execution results (FIGURE 2) to 
detect the fault(s) as soon as possible. 

	
FIGURE 2 Overview of REMAP. 

5.2 Rule Miner (RM) 
We first define two types of rules, i.e., fail rule and pass rule for representing the execution relations among test cases. 

A fail rule specifies an execution relation between two or more test cases if a verdict of a test case(s) is linked to the 

fail verdict of another test case. The fail rule is formed as: (𝑉 𝑇!) 𝐴𝑁𝐷,… ,𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝑉(𝑇! )
!"#$

𝑉 𝑇! = 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙 ∧ 𝑇! ∉
{𝑇! ,… ,𝑇!}, where 𝑉 𝑇!  is a function that returns the verdict of a test case  𝑇! (i.e., pass or fail). Note that for a fail rule, 
the execution relation must hold true for the specific test cases with more than 90% probability (i.e., confidence) as is 
often used in literature [44-47]. For example, in FIGURE 1, there exists a fail rule between 𝑇!  and 𝑇! : (𝑉(𝑇!) =
𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙)

!"#$
(𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙), i.e., when 𝑇! has a verdict fail (executed as fail), 𝑇!  always has the verdict fail and this rule 

holds true with 100% probability in the historical execution data (FIGURE 1). With fail rules, we aim to prioritize and 
execute the test cases that are more likely to fail as soon as possible. For instance, for the motivating example in Section 3, 
𝑇! should be executed as early as possible when 𝑇! is executed as fail. 

A pass rule specifies an execution relation between two or more test cases if a verdict of a test case(s) is linked to the 
pass verdict of another test case. The pass rule is in the form: 𝑉(𝑇!) 𝐴𝑁𝐷,… ,𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝑉(𝑇! )

!"##
𝑉 𝑇! = 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠 ∧ 𝑇! ∉

{𝑇! ,… ,𝑇!} where 𝑉 𝑇!  is a function that returns the verdict of test case 𝑇! (i.e., pass or fail). Similarly, for a pass rule, the 
execution relation must hold true with more than 90% probability (i.e., confidence) [44-47]. For instance, in FIGURE 1, 
there exists a pass rule between 𝑇!  and 𝑇! :  (𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠)

!"##
(𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠) , i.e., when 𝑇!  has a verdict pass 

(executed as pass), the verdict of 𝑇! is pass and this rule holds true with 100% probability based on the historical 
execution data (FIGURE 1). With pass rules, we aim to deprioritize the test cases that are likely to pass and execute them 
as late as possible. For instance, for the motivating example in Section 3, 𝑇! should be executed as late as possible when 𝑇! 
is executed as pass. 

To mine fail rules and pass rules, our RM employs a rule mining algorithm  (i.e., C4.5, RIPPER, or PART). More 
specifically, RM takes as input a test suite with 𝑛 test cases, historical test case execution data (with a set of test cycles that 
lists the verdict of all the test cases). After that, RM produces a set of fail rules and pass rules as output. FIGURE 3 
demonstrates the overall process of RM. Recall that there are two possible verdicts for each executed test case (Section 
4.1): pass or fail. For each test case in 𝑇𝑆, RM uses the rule mining algorithm (e.g., RIPPER) to mine rules based on the 
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historical execution data (i.e., 𝑇𝐶) (lines 1-3 in FIGURE 3). Afterward, the mined rules are classified into a fail rule or 
pass rule one at a time (lines 4-8 in FIGURE 3) until all of them are classified. If the verdict of the particular test case is 
fail, the rule related to this test case is classified as a fail rule (lines 5-6 in FIGURE 3); otherwise, the rule is classified as a 
pass rule (lines 7 and 8 in FIGURE 3). For instance, in FIGURE 1, two rules are mined for 𝑇! using RIPPER: (𝑉(𝑇!) =

𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙)
!"#$

(𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙) as a fail rule and (𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠)
!"##

(𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠)  as a pass rule. This process of rule 
mining and classification is repeated for all the test cases in the test suite (lines 1-8 in FIGURE 3), and finally, the mined 
fail rule and pass rule are returned (line 9 in FIGURE 3). 

Input:	Set	of	test	cycles 𝑇𝐶 = {𝑡𝑐!, 𝑡𝑐!,… , 𝑡𝑐!}	,	set	of	test	cases	𝑇𝑆 = {𝑇!,𝑇!,… ,𝑇!}	
Output:	A	set	of	fail	rules	and	pass	rules	
Begin:	
				1					for	(𝑇 ∈ 𝑇𝑆)	do																																																													//	for	all	the	test	cases	
				2										𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑆𝑒𝑡⟵ ∅	
				3										𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑆𝑒𝑡⟵ 𝑅𝑀𝐴(𝑇,𝑇𝐶)																																					//	mine	rules	for	𝑇	using	𝑇𝐶	
				4										for	(𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑆𝑒𝑡)	do																																						//	for	each	mined	rule	
				5															if	(𝑉 𝑇 = 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙)	then																																						//	classify	as	fail	rule	
				6																				𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙_𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒⟵ 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙_𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒 ∪ 𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒	
				7														else	if	(𝑉 𝑇 = 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠)	then																													//	classify	as	pass	rule	
				8																		𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒⟵ 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒 ∪ 𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒	
				9					return	(𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙!"#$ , 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠!"#$)			
End	

FIGURE 3 Overview of rule miner. 

In this way, a set of fail rules and pass rules can be obtained from RM. For instance, in the motivating example 
(Section 3), we can obtain four fail rules and three pass rules for the six test cases from the seven test cycles (FIGURE 1) 
using RIPPER as shown in TABLE 1.  

TABLE 1 Fail rule and pass rule from the motivating example using RIPPER 

# Fail Rule # Pass Rule 
1  (𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙)

!"#$
(𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙) 5  (𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠)

!"##
(𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠) 

2  (𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙)
!"#$

(𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙) 6  (𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠)
!"##

(𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠) 
3  (𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙)

!"#$
(𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙) 7  (𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠)

!"##
(𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠) 

4 (𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙)
!"#$

(𝑉(𝑇!) = 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙)   

5.3 Static Prioritizer (SP) 
History-based TP techniques have been widely applied to prioritize the test cases based on their historical failure data, i.e., 
test cases that failed more often should be given higher priorities [12, 13, 24, 48, 49]. For example, 𝑇! and 𝑇! failed the 
highest number of times (i.e., four times) in FIGURE 1, and therefore they should be given the highest priorities for 
execution out of the six test cases. Moreover, we argue that the execution relations among the test cases should also be 
taken into account for TP. The test cases whose results can be used to predict the results for more test cases (using fail 
rules and pass rules) need to be given higher priorities since their execution result can help predict the result of other test 
cases. For example in FIGURE 1, the execution result of 𝑇! is related to one test case 𝑇!, while the execution result of 𝑇! is 
not related to any test case as shown in TABLE 1. Thus, it is ideal to execute 𝑇! earlier than 𝑇! since based on the 
execution result of 𝑇!, the related test case (i.e., 𝑇!) can be prioritized  (if 𝑇! fails) or deprioritized (if 𝑇! passes).  

Thus, our Static Prioritizer (SP) defines two objectives: Fault Detection Capability (𝐹𝐷𝐶) and Test Case Reliance 
Score (𝑇𝑅𝑆), and uses multi-objective search to statically prioritize test cases before execution (as shown in FIGURE 2).  
Note that in some context the execution time of the test cases is also available, which can be also be used for TP. Therefore, 
we have defined a third objective: Estimated Execution Time (𝐸𝐸𝑇) to use the execution time of the test cases and we 
empirically evaluate if using three objectives can help obtain a better performance as compared to using two objectives. 
We formally define the objectives to guide the search toward finding optimal solutions in detail below. 
Fault Detection Capability (𝑭𝑫𝑪): The 𝐹𝐷𝐶 for a test case is defined as the rate of failed execution of a test case in a 
given time period, and it has been frequently applied in the literature [13, 29]. The 𝐹𝐷𝐶 for a test case is calculated as: 
𝐹𝐷𝐶 !" =  !"#$%& !" !"#$% !!!" !! !"#$% ! !"#$%

!"#$%& !" !"#$% !!!" !! !"# !"!#$%!&
. 𝐹𝐷𝐶 of 𝑇! is calculated based on the historical execution information of 𝑇! . 

For instance, in FIGURE 1, the 𝐹𝐷𝐶 for 𝑇! is 0.43 since it found fault three times out of seven executions. The 𝐹𝐷𝐶 for a 

solution 𝑠! can be calculated as:  𝐹𝐷𝐶 !" =
!"#!"×

!!!!!
!

!
!!!

!"#$
, where, 𝑠! represents any solution 𝑗 (e.g., {𝑇!,𝑇!,𝑇!,𝑇!,𝑇!,𝑇!} 

in ), 𝑚𝑓𝑑𝑐 represents the sum of 𝐹𝐷𝐶 of all the test cases in 𝑠! , and 𝑛 is the total number of test cases in 𝑠!. Notice that a 
higher value of 𝐹𝐷𝐶 implies a better solution. The goal is to maximize the 𝐹𝐷𝐶 of a solution since we aim to execute the 
test cases that fail (i.e., detect faults) as early as possible. 



Test Case Reliance Score (𝑻𝑹𝑺): The 𝑇𝑅𝑆 for a solution 𝑠! is computed as:  𝑇𝑅𝑆 !" =
!"#!"×

!!!!!
!

!
!!!

!"#$%
 , where 𝑜𝑡𝑟𝑝𝑠 

represents the sum of 𝑇𝑅𝑆 of all the test cases in 𝑠!, 𝑛 is the total number of test cases in 𝑠!, and 𝑇𝑅𝑆!" is the test case 
reliance score (𝑇𝑅𝑆) for the test case 𝑇!. The 𝑇𝑅𝑆 for a test case 𝑇! is defined as the number of unique test cases whose 
results can be predicted by executing 𝑇! using the defined fail rules and pass rules extracted from RM (Section 5.2). For 
instance, in FIGURE 1, 𝑇𝑅𝑆 for 𝑇! is 1 since the execution of 𝑇! can only be used to predict the execution result of 𝑇! 
based on the rule number 1 and 5 (TABLE 1) while 𝑇𝑅𝑆 for 𝑇! is 0 as there is no test case that can be predicted based on 
the execution result of 𝑇!. The goal is to maximize the 𝑇𝑅𝑆 of a solution since we aim to execute the test cases that can 
predict the execution results of other test cases as early as possible. 

Estimated Execution Time (EET): The EET of a test case is defined as the average execution time of the test case in a 

given time period. 𝐸𝐸𝑇 of a test case 𝑇! executed 𝑚 times in a given time period is computed as:  𝐸𝐸𝑇!" =
!"!"

!
!!!

!
, where 

𝑒𝑡!" denotes the execution time of 𝑇! in a test cycle 𝑡𝑐!. For instance, in FIGURE 1, if the execution time of 𝑇! for seven 
executions in the seven test cycles is 10.2 minutes (m), 10.8m, 10.4m, 9.6m, 9.9m, 10.3m, 10.6m; then the 𝐸𝐸𝑇 of 𝑇! is 

10.3m. The 𝐸𝐸𝑇 for a solution 𝑠! can be calculated as:  𝐸𝐸𝑇 !" =
!!"!"×

!!!!!
!

!
!!!

!!"!"!
!!!

. Note that a lower value of 𝐹𝐷𝐶 implies a 

better solution. The goal is to minimize the 𝐸𝐸𝑇 of a solution since we aim to execute the test cases with lower execution 
time earlier than the test cases with higher execution time. 

We further integrated these two objectives (i.e., 𝐹𝐷𝐶 and 𝑇𝑅𝑆) and three objectives (i.e., 𝐹𝐷𝐶, 𝑇𝑅𝑆, and 𝐸𝐸𝑇) with 
multi-objective search algorithms (i.e., IBEA, NSGA-II, or SPEA2). Note that SP produces a set of non-dominated 
solutions based on Pareto optimality [37-39] with respect to the defined objectives. The Pareto optimality theory states that 
a solution 𝑠! dominates another solution 𝑠! if 𝑠! is better than 𝑠! in at least one objective and for all other objectives 𝑠! is 
not worse than 𝑠! [50]. Note that we randomly choose one solution from the generated non-dominated solutions as input 
for the component Dynamic Executor and Prioritizer (DEP) since all the solutions produced by SP have equivalent quality. 

5.4 Dynamic Executor and Prioritizer (DEP) 
The core of DEP is to execute the statically prioritized test cases obtained from SP (Section 5.3) and dynamically update 
the test case order using the fail rules and pass rules mined from RM (Section 5.2) as shown in FIGURE 2. Thus, the input 
for DEP is a prioritization solution (i.e., static prioritized test cases) from SP and a set of mined rules (e.g., fail rules) from 
RM. The overall process of DEP is presented in FIGURE 4, and it is explained using the example (Section 3) in FIGURE 5. 

Let us assume a prioritization solution is obtained as {𝑇!,𝑇!,𝑇!,𝑇!,𝑇!,𝑇!}  (FIGURE 5) from SP for the test cases in the 
motivating example (Section 3). Moreover, seven fail rules and pass rules are extracted from RM as shown in TABLE 1. 
Initially, DEP checks if there are any test case(s) that always had the verdict fail or pass in the historical execution data. If 
there exists any such test case(s), DEP adds them to the set 𝐴𝐹 (if the verdict is always fail) or the set 𝐴𝑃 (if the verdict is 
always pass) (lines 2 and 3 in FIGURE 4). For example in FIGURE 1, 𝑇! always had the verdict fail in historical execution 
data, and thus 𝑇! is added to 𝐴𝐹.  

 
Input:	Solution	𝑠! = {𝑇!!,… ,𝑇!"},	pass	rules	𝑃𝑅,	fail	rules	𝐹𝑅	
Output:	Dynamically	prioritized	test	cases	
Begin:	
1		𝑘⟵ 1	
2		𝐴𝐹 ⟵ 𝐴𝑙𝑤𝑎𝑦𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑠!)																																																																																					//	set	of	test	cases	that	always	fail	
3		𝐴𝑃⟵ 𝐴𝑙𝑤𝑎𝑦𝑠𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑠!)																																																																																			//	set	of	test	cases	that	always	pass	
		4		while	(𝑘 ≤ 𝑛)	and	(termination_conditions_not_satisfied)	do		
		5							𝑇𝐸⟵ 𝐺𝑒𝑡 − 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 − 𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑠! ,𝐴𝐹,𝐴𝑃)		
		6							𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡⟵ 𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑒(𝑇𝐸)																																																																																	//	execute	the	test	case	
		7							if	(𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 =	‘pass’)	then	
		8											if	(𝑇𝐸 ∈ 𝑃𝑅)	then																																																																																												//	if	the	test	case	has	a	pass	rule		
		9															move	the	related	test	cases	backward	to	the	end	of	the	solution	
		10					else	if	(𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡	=	‘fail’)	then	
		11									if	(𝑇𝐸 ∈ 𝐹𝑅)	then																																																																																											//	if	the	test	case	has	a	fail	rule	
		12													move	the	related	test	cases	forward	to	execute	next	
		13						𝑠!"#$% ⟵ 𝑠!"#$% ∪ 𝑇𝐸 																																																																																					//	dynamically	prioritized	solution		
		14						𝑘⟵ 𝑘 + 1	
		15						remove	𝑇𝐸	from	𝑠!																																																																																									//	remove	executed	test	case	from	𝑠!	
		16		return	𝑠!"#$%	
End	

FIGURE 4 Sample data showing the execution history for six test cases. 



	
FIGURE 5 Example of dynamic test case execution and prioritization. 

Afterward, DEP identifies the test cases to execute using the algorithm Get-test-case-execution (Algorithm 1). More 
specifically, Get-test-case-execution uses the statically prioritized solution, a set of always fail test cases 𝐴𝐹, and a set of 
always pass test cases 𝐴𝑃, to find the test case to execute. If there exists any test case in 𝐴𝐹 (line 1 in Algorithm 1), it is 
selected for execution (line 2 in Algorithm 1), removed from 𝐴𝐹 (line 3 in Algorithm 1), and returned (line 12 in 
Algorithm 1) to DEP (FIGURE 4). For instance, initially, 𝑇! is selected for execution from 𝐴𝐹 in FIGURE 5. Afterward, 
the selected test case (i.e., 𝑇!) is executed (line 6 in FIGURE 4), and based on the verdict of the executed test case, the 
pass rule or fail rule is employed if it exists (lines 7-12 in FIGURE 4). Then, the executed test case is added to the final 
solution (line 13 in FIGURE 4) and removed from the statically prioritized solution for execution (line 15 in FIGURE 4). 
If there exists no related test case(s), the next test case is selected for execution (line 5 in FIGURE 4). 

Algorithm 1: Get-test-case-execution 
Input:	Solution	𝑠! = {𝑇!!,… ,𝑇!"},	set	of	always	fail	test	cases	𝐴𝐹,	set	of	always	pass	test	cases	𝐴𝑃		
Output:	A	test	case	for	execution	
Begin:	
				1					if	(|𝐴𝐹|> 0)	then												
				2									𝑇𝐸⟵ 𝐹(𝐴𝐹!)																																													//	get	the	first	fail	test	case	
				3									remove	𝐴𝐹!	from	𝐴𝐹																																	//	remove	the	fail	test	case	
				4					else	𝑇𝐸⟵ 𝐹(𝑠!!)      																																			//	if	there	are	not	any	test	cases	in	𝐴𝐹	
				5										𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒_𝑇⟵ 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒																																					//	initially	test	cases	can	be	moved	
				6										𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡_𝑇⟵ 𝑇𝐸	
				7										while	(𝑇𝐸	in	𝐴𝑃	and	𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒_𝑇)	do					
				8															move	𝑠!!	to	end	of	𝑠!																										//	move	test	case	to	the	end	
				9															𝑇𝐸⟵ 𝐹(𝑠!!)				
				10													if	(𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡_𝑇 = 𝑇𝐸)	then	
				11																	𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒_𝑇⟵ 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒																										//	do	not	move	test	case	anymore		
				12				return	𝑇𝐸	
End	

To select the next test cases, Algorithm 1 is employed again. If there exists no more test case in 𝐴𝐹, the first test case 
from the statically prioritized solution is selected for execution if it is not present in the set of pass test cases 𝐴𝑃 (lines 4-7 
in Algorithm 1). However, if a test case is present in 𝐴𝑃, the next test case is selected from the static prioritized solution 
(lines 7-11 in Algorithm 1). For example, 𝑇! is executed after 𝑇! in FIGURE 5 since it is the first test case from the 
statically prioritized solution obtained from SP, and it is not included in 𝐴𝑃. Based on the verdict of the test case (line 6 in 
FIGURE 4), pass rule or fail rule is employed once more (lines 7-12 in FIGURE 4). If the test case has the verdict fail 
(line 10 in FIGURE 4), it is checked if it is a part of any fail rule (line 11 in FIGURE 4). If it is indeed a part of a fail rule, 
the related fail test case(s) is moved to the front of the solution 𝑠! (line 12 in FIGURE 4), e.g., 𝑇! is moved in front of 𝑇! in 
FIGURE 5 since there exists a fail rule between 𝑇! and 𝑇!. 

 Alternatively, if the test case has a verdict pass, it is checked if it is a part of any pass rules (line 7 in FIGURE 4). If so, 
the related test case(s) is moved at the end of the solution. For example, 𝑇! is moved after 𝑇! in FIGURE 5 since 𝑇! passed 
and there is a pass rule between 𝑇! and 𝑇! as shown in TABLE 1. This process of executing and moving the test case is 
repeated until all the test cases are executed  (e.g., all six test cases are executed shown in FIGURE 5) or the termination 
criteria (e.g., a predefined time budget) for the algorithm is met. The final solution lists the optimal order of the test cases 
that were executed. For example, the final execution order of these six test cases in FIGURE 5 is: {𝑇!,𝑇!,𝑇!,𝑇!,𝑇!,𝑇!} 
with three fail test cases: 𝑇!,𝑇!, and 𝑇!. Finally, at the end of the test cycle, the historical execution results of test cases are 
updated based on the verdicts of the executed test cases as shown in FIGURE 2. Note that REMAP updates the mined 
rules after each test cycle rather than after executing each test case since the mined rules will not be changed largely if 
updated after executing each test case and rule mining is computationally expensive [51, 52]. 
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Note that REMAP includes Static Prioritizer (i.e., SP in Section 5.3) before Dynamic Executor and Prioritizer  (i.e., 
DEP in Section 5.4) since we observed that not all the test cases can be associated with fail rules and pass rules (Section 
5.2). For instance, in the motivating example (Section 3), the test case 𝑇! can be associated with no fail rules and pass 
rules (Section 5.2). Thus, as compared with randomly choosing a test case for execution when there is no mined rule to 
rely on, SP can help to improve the effectiveness of TP. 

6 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION DESIGN 
In this section, we present the experiment design (TABLE 2) with research questions (Section 6.1), case studies (Section 
6.1), experiment tasks and evaluation metric (Section 6.3), and statistical tests and experiment settings (Section 6.4). 

TABLE 2 Overview of the experiment design 

RQ Task Description Algorithms CS Evaluation 
Metric 

Statistical 
Tests 

1 
T1.1 

Comparison of 18 variants of REMAP (with two 
objectives and three objectives) against RS2obj 

9 REMAP2obj,  
9 REMAP3obj, RS2obj  

CS1
- 

CS5
  

APFDc  

 Mann-
Whitney U 

Test  

Vargha 
and 

Delaney 
𝐴!"  

 
  
  

T1.2 
Comparison of 18 variants of REMAP (with two 
objectives and three objectives) against RS3obj 

9 REMAP2obj,  
9 REMAP3obj, RS3obj 

2 

T2.1 
Comparison of nine variants of REMAP with two 
objectives among each other 9 REMAP2obj Kruskal-

Wallis Test, 
Dunn’s test T2.2 

Comparison of nine variants of REMAP with 
three objectives among each other 9 REMAP3obj 

T2.3 
Comparison of the two best variants of REMAP 
with two objectives and three objectives 

BestREMAP2obj, 
BestREMAP3obj Mann-

Whitney U 
Test  3 

T3.1 
Comparison of the best variant of REMAP with 
two objectives against three variants of Greedy 

BestREMAP2obj, 
G1obj, G2obj, G3obj  

T3.2 
Comparison of the best variant of REMAP with 
three objectives against three variants of Greedy 

BestREMAP3obj, 
G1obj, G2obj, G3obj 

4 

T4.1 
Comparison of nine variants of SSBP with two 
objectives among each other 9 SSBP2obj  Kruskal-

Wallis Test, 
Dunn’s test T4.2 

Comparison of nine variants of SSBP with three 
objectives among each other 9 SSBP3obj 

T4.3 
Comparison of the best variant of REMAP with 
two objectives against the two best variants of 
SSBP with two objectives and three objectives 

BestREMAP2obj, 
BestSSBP2obj,  
BestSSBP3obj   

Mann-
Whitney U 

Test  T4.4 
Comparison of the best variant of REMAP with 
three objectives against the two best variants of 
SSBP with two objectives and three objectives 

BestREMAP3obj, 
BestSSBP2obj,  
BestSSBP3obj    

5 

T5.1 
Comparison of three variants of RBP with two 
objectives 3 RBP2obj Kruskal-

Wallis Test, 
Dunn’s test T5.2 

Comparison of three variants of RBP with three 
objectives 3 RBP3obj 

T5.3 
Comparison of the best variant of REMAP with 
two objectives against the best variants of RBP 
with two objectives and three objectives 

BestREMAP2obj, 
BestRBP2obj,  
BestRBP3obj     Mann-

Whitney U 
Test  T5.4 

Comparison of the best variant of REMAP with 
three objectives against the best variants of RBP 
with two objectives and three objectives 

BestREMAP3obj, 
BestRBP2obj,  
BestRBP3obj      

6.1 Research Questions 
RQ1. Sanity Check: Is REMAP better than random search (RS) for all the five case studies? This RQ is defined to 
check if our TP problem is non-trivial to solve. We assessed three rule mining algorithms in combination with three search 
algorithms for a total of nine different REMAP configurations while using 1) two objectives (𝐹𝐷𝐶 and 𝑇𝑅𝑆) and 2) three 
objectives for the search algorithms (𝐹𝐷𝐶, 𝑇𝑅𝑆, and 𝐸𝐸𝑇) defined in Section 5.3. The assessed REMAP configurations 
are: 1) REMAPC4.5+IBEA(2obj), 2) REMAPC4.5+NSGA-II(2obj), 3) REMAPC4.5+SPEA2(2obj), 4) REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(2obj), 5) 
REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II(2obj), 6) REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj), 7) REMAPPART+IBEA(2obj), 8) REMAPPART+NSGA-II(2obj), 9) 
REMAPPART+SPEA2(2obj), 10) REMAPC4.5+IBEA(3obj), 11) REMAPC4.5+NSGA-II(3obj), 12) REMAPC4.5+SPEA2(3obj), 13) 
REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj), 14) REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II(3obj), 15) REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(3obj), 16) REMAPPART+IBEA(3obj), 17) 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II(3obj), 18) REMAPPART+SPEA2(3obj).  Moreover, we used RS with two objectives (i.e., RS2obj) and three 
objectives (i.e., RS3obj). 
RQ2. Which configuration of REMAP performs the best while using two objectives and three objectives for the five 
case studies? Additionally, which is the best configuration of REMAP among the two objectives and three 



objectives? This RQ aims to find the best configuration of REMAP among the nine configurations of REMAP while using 
1) two objectives and 2) three objectives for the search algorithms. Additionally, we aim to find the best configuration of 
REMAP among the best configuration of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives. 
RQ3. Is REMAP better than different variations of Greedy algorithm? This RQ is defined to check if the best 
configuration of REMAP performs better than Greedy algorithm with one objective (G1obj), two objectives (G2obj), and 
three objectives (G3obj). G1obj prioritizes the test cases based on the objective 𝐹𝐷𝐶, G2obj prioritizes the test cases based on 
the objectives 𝐹𝐷𝐶 and 𝑇𝑅𝑆 giving equal weight to the objectives, and G3obj prioritizes the test cases based on 𝐹𝐷𝐶, 𝑇𝑅𝑆, 
and 𝐸𝐸𝑇 giving equal weight to each objective. 
RQ4. Is REMAP better than the static search-based TP approach (SSBP), i.e., static prioritization solutions 
obtained from 𝑺𝑷 (Section 5.3)? This research question is defined to evaluate if dynamic prioritization (𝐷𝐸𝑃 in Section 
5.4) can indeed help to improve the effectiveness of TP as compared with TP approaches without considering runtime test 
case execution results. More specifically, we compare the best configurations of REMAP with two objectives and three 
objectives against the best static search-based TP approaches with two objectives and three objectives. Note that there are 
also 18 different static search-based approaches while using two objectives and three objectives (similar as REMAP in 
RQ1) since the rules for the objective 𝑇𝑅𝑆  are based on the specific rule mining algorithm (Section 5.3): 1) 
SSBPC4.5+IBEA(2obj), 2) SSBPC4.5+NSGA-II(2obj) , 3) SSBPC4.5+SPEA2(2obj) , 4) SSBPRIPPER+IBEA(2obj) , 5) SSBPRIPPER+NSGA-II(2obj) , 6) 
SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) , 7) SSBPPART+IBEA(2obj) , 8) SSBPPART+NSGA-II (2obj), 9) SSBPPART+SPEA2(2obj) , 10) SSBPC4.5+IBEA(3obj) , 11) 
SSBPC4.5+NSGA-II(3obj) , 12) SSBPC4.5+SPEA2(3obj) , 13) SSBPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) , 14) SSBPRIPPER+NSGA-II(3obj), 15) 
SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2(3obj), 16) SSBPPART+IBEA(3obj) , 17) SSBPPART+NSGA-II(3obj) , 18) SSBPPART+SPEA2(3obj).  
RQ5. Is REMAP better than the best rule-based TP approach (RBP), i.e., TP only based on the fail rules and pass 
rules from RM (Section 5.2)? Answering this RQ can help us to know if SP together with DEP can help improve the 
effectiveness of TP as compared with the rule-based approach. Based on [31], we designed rule-based TP approach (RBP) 
by applying the RM and DEP components. Note that the difference between RBP and our approach REMAP is that RBP 
uses the solutions produced by RS, i.e., RS2obj and RS3obj (from RQ1) as input rather than statically prioritized solutions 
from SP. Since there are three different rule-mining algorithms (e.g., C4.5) and two different versions of RS (e.g., RS2obj 
and RS3obj), there are a total of six configurations for RBP: 1) RBPC4.5-2obj, 2) RBPRIPPER-2obj, 3) RBPPART-2obj, 4) RBPC4.5-3obj, 
5) RBPRIPPER-3obj, and 6) RBPPART-3obj. Therefore, we compare the best configurations of REMAP with two objectives and 
three objectives against the best configurations of RBP with two objectives and three objectives. 
6.2 Case Studies 
To evaluate the 18 variants of REMAP (i.e., 3 rule mining algorithms × 3 search algorithms × 2 set of objectives: two and 
three), we selected a total of five case studies: two case studies for two different VCS products from Cisco (i.e., CS1 and 
CS2), two open source case studies from ABB Robotics for Paint Control (CS3) [24] and IOF/ROL (CS4) [24], and Google 
Shared Dataset of Test Suite Results (GSDTSR) (CS5) [25]. For each case study, test case execution result is linked to a 
particular test cycle such that each test cycle is considered as an occurrence of regression testing. More specifically, each 
case study contains historical execution data of the test cases for more than 300 test cycles as shown in TABLE 3. The 
historical execution data of the test cases are used to mine execution relations using the RM (Section 5.2) and calculate the 
𝐹𝐷𝐶 for each test case (Section 5.3). Note that the open source case studies for CS3 - CS5 are publicly available at [53]. 

TABLE 3 Overview of the case studies used for mining rules 

Case Study Data Set #Test Cases #Test Cycles #Verdicts 
CS1 Cisco Data Set1 60 8,322 296,042 
CS2 Cisco Data Set2 624 6,302 149,039 
CS3 ABB Paint Control 89 351 25,497 
CS4 ABB IOF/ROL 1,941 315 32,162 
CS5 Google GSDTSR 5,555 335 1,253,464 

Note that if a test case has been executed more than once in a test cycle, we consider its latest verdict in the test cycle 
as its actual verdict when mining the rules using RM (Section 5.2). This is because based on our industrial collaboration, 
we noticed that a test case could be executed more than once in a test cycle due to various reasons, e.g., device problems 
(e.g., need to restart), network problems and test engineers only take the final verdict of the test case into account when 
debugging or reporting. 

6.3 Experiment Tasks and Evaluation Metric 

6.3.1 Experiment Tasks 
To tackle RQ1, T1.1 and T1.2 are performed to compare the 18 variants of REMAP (i.e., using three rule mining algorithms 
and three search algorithms with two objectives and three objectives) against random search with two objectives (RS2obj) 
and three objectives (RS3obj) as shown in TABLE 2. For RQ2, T2.1 and T2.2 are performed to find the best variants of 
REMAP with two objectives and three objectives, respectively, and T2.3 is done to compare the two best variants of 



REMAP with two objectives and three objectives. For RQ3, T3.1 and T3.2 are performed to compare the best variant of 
REMAP with two objectives and three objectives against the three variants of Greedy algorithms (i.e., G1obj, G2obj, and 
G3obj), respectively as presented in TABLE 2. Furthermore, T4.1 and T4.2 are employed to find the best variants of SSBP 
with two objectives and three objectives, which are then compared against the best variant of REMAP with two objectives 
and three objectives using T4.3 and T4.4 to address RQ4 as shown in TABLE 2. Finally, to address RQ5, T5.1 and T5.2 are 
employed to find the best variant of RBP with two objectives and three objectives, which are then compared with the best 
variant of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives using T5.3 and T5.4, respectively. 

For the industrial case studies (i.e., CS1 and CS2), we dynamically prioritize and execute the test cases in VCSs for the 
next test cycle (that has not been executed yet, e.g., test cycle 6,303 for CS2) and evaluate the different variants of the 
approaches: RS, Greedy, SSBP, RBP, and REMAP. However, for the open source case studies (i.e., CS3 - CS5), we do not 
have access to the actual test cases to execute them as mentioned in Section 6.1. Thus, we use the historical test execution 
results without the latest test cycle for prioritizing the test cases and compare the performance of different approaches 
based on the actual test case execution results from the latest test cycle. For instance, for CS5, which has execution results 
for 336 test cycles [53], we used historical results from 335 test cycles to prioritize test cases for the next test cycle (i.e., 
336). More specifically, we look at the execution result of each test case from the latest test cycle to know if the verdict of 
a test case is fail or pass, and accordingly, we apply the fail rules or pass rules. Note that such a way of comparison has 
been applied in the literature when it is difficult to execute the test cases at runtime in practice [24, 31]. 

6.3.2 Evaluation Metric 
We used Average Percentage of Fault Detected per Cost metric (APFDc) proposed by Elbaum et al. [26] as the evaluation 
metric to compare the performance of different approaches. APFDc is an extended version of the Average Percentage of 
Faults Detected (APFD) metric [7] to consider the test case execution cost (e.g., execution time). Specifically, APFDc 
measures the effectiveness of a test case ordering by summing up the cost of the first test cases that can detect the faults, 
and it has been widely applied in the literature when test case cost is available [54-56]. The APFDc for a solution can be 

calculated as: 𝐴𝑃𝐹𝐷! =  
!"! ! !

!!!"!
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, where 𝑛 denotes the number of test cases in the test suite 𝑇𝑆, 𝑚 denotes 

the number of faults detected by 𝑇𝑆, 𝑒𝑡! is the execution time of test case 𝑇! in 𝑇𝑆, and 𝑇𝐹! represents the first test case in 
the solution that reveals fault 𝑖. Note that the value of APFDc is between 0 and 1 (0 - 100%) and higher the APFDc score, 
lower the average cost is needed to detect the same number of faults. 

6.4 Statistical Tests and Experiment Settings 

6.4.1 Statistical Tests 
Using the guidelines from [57], the Vargha and Delaney 𝐴!" statistics [58], Mann-Whitney U test [59], Kruskal-Wallis test 
[60], and Dunn’s test [61] with Bonferroni Correction [62] are used to statistically evaluate the results for the five research 
questions as shown in TABLE 2. The Vargha and Delaney statistics is a non-parametric effect size measure and evaluates 
the probability of yielding higher values for the evaluation metric (i.e., APFDc) for two approaches. Mann-Whitney U test 
is used to indicate whether the observations (i.e., APFDc) in one data sample are likely to be larger than the observations in 
another sample. Kruskal-Wallis test indicates if there is a significant difference among the selected approaches. Dunn’s 
test is based on rank sums and is used often [63] as a post hoc procedure following rejection of a Kruskal-Wallis test to 
indicate which approach has a significant difference with which other approach. 

Specifically, for each pair of comparison, we used Vargha and Delaney 𝐴!" statistics as an effect size measure and 
Mann Whitney U Test to assess the statistical significance of the results. When comparing the different approaches with 
one another (e.g.,9C2, i.e., 36 pairwise comparisons for REMAP with two objectives in 𝑇!.!), we used Kruskal-Wallis test 
to evaluate if statistically significant difference exists among the approaches. After that, we used Dunn’s test with 
Bonferroni Correction to evaluate in which pair statistical significant exists. Note that for Mann-Whitney, Kruskal-Wallis, 
and Dunn’s test we chose the significance level of 0.05, i.e., a value less than 0.05 shows statistically significant 
differences. While conducting pairwise comparisons between two approaches 𝐴  and 𝐵 , 𝐴  has a significantly better 
performance than 𝐵 if 𝐴!" is higher than 0.5 and the p-value is less than 0.05. In our context, we use the Vargha and 
Delaney comparison without transformation [64] since we are interested in any improvement in the performance of the 
approach (e.g., REMAP) [50, 65]. 

6.4.2 Experiment Settings 
We used the WEKA data mining software [66] to implement the component RM (Section 5.2). The input data format to be 
used by our RM is a file composed of instances that contain test case verdicts such that each instance in the file represents 
a test cycle. We employed a widely-used Java framework jMetal [67] to implement the component SP (Section 5.3), and 
the standard settings were applied to configure the search algorithms (e.g., NSGA-II) [67] as are usually recommended 
[57]. More specifically, the population size is set as 100, the crossover rate is 0.9, the mutation rate is 1/(Total number of 
test cases), and the maximum number of fitness evaluation (i.e., termination criteria of the algorithm) is set as 50,000. For 



the case studies, we encoded each test suite to be prioritized as an abstract format (i.e., JSON file), which contains the key 
information of the test cases for prioritization, e.g., test case id, 𝐹𝐷𝐶. Afterward, a search algorithm (e.g., NSGA-II) is 
employed to produce the prioritized test suite that is formed as the same abstract format (i.e., JSON file), which consists of 
a list of prioritized test cases. Finally, the prioritized test cases are selected from the original test suite using the test case id 
and put for execution. All the experiments were conducted on the Abel cluster at the University of Oslo [68]. 

7 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
7.1  RQ1. Sanity Check (18 variations of REMAP vs. RS2obj and RS3obj) 
Recall that RQ1 aims to assess the effectiveness of 18 variations of REMAP with two objectives (e.g., REMAPC4.5+IBEA(2obj)) 
and three objectives (e.g., REMAPPART+NSGA-II(3obj)) as compared to RS with two objectives (i.e., RS2obj) and three 
objectives (i.e., RS3obj) in terms of APFDc. Using the Vargha and Delaney statistics and the Mann Whitney U test to 
analyze the results, we observed that all the 18 variations of REMAP performed significantly better than RS2obj and RS3obj 
for all the five case studies, i.e., 𝐴!" for the 18 variations of REMAP are greater than 0.7 and the p-values are less than 
0.0001. The detailed results are presented in Appendix A. 

Moreover, TABLE 4, TABLE 6, and TABLE 7 present the average APFDc scores produced by RS2obj , RS3obj and 18 
variations of REMAP for the five case studies. As compared to RS2obj and RS3obj, on average different variations of 
REMAP achieved a better APFDc score of 1) 25.8% by REMAPC4.5+IBEA(2obj), 2) 25.4% by REMAPC4.5+NSGA-II(2obj), 3) 25.3% 
by REMAPC4.5+SPEA2(2obj), 4) 26.8% by REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(2obj), 5) 26.9% by REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II(2obj), 6) 26.8% by 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj), 7) 24.3% by REMAPPART+IBEA(2obj), 8) 23.7% by REMAPPART+NSGA-II(2obj), 9)  24.3% by 
REMAPPART+SPEA2(2obj), 10) 29.7% by REMAPC4.5+IBEA(3obj), 11) 26.3% by REMAPC4.5+NSGA-II(3obj), 12) 28.1% by 
REMAPC4.5+SPEA2(3obj), 13) 31.4% by REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj), 14) 27.0% by REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II(3obj), 15) 29.5% by 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(3obj), 16) 28.9% by REMAPPART+IBEA(3obj), 17) 25.0% REMAPPART+NSGA-II(3obj), 18)  27.6% 
REMAPPART+SPEA2(3obj). FIGURE 6 presents the boxplot of APFDc produced by RS2obj and RS3obj. 

Thus, we can answer RQ1 as REMAP can significantly outperform RS for all the five case studies defined in Section 
6.1. Overall, on average, the different variants of REMAP with 18 different configurations achieved a better APFDc score 
of 26.8% as compared to RS2obj and RS3obj. 

TABLE 4 APFDc scores in percentage for different approaches for the five case studies 

Approach  
Case Study 

Approach 
Case Study 

CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CS5 CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CS5 
RS2obj 53.37 51.86 48.91 51.99 54.59 SSBPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) 58.86 83.02 54.40 79.47 83.83 
RS3obj 52.87 51.79 54.49 51.49 52.42 RBPRIPPER-2obj 69.09 66.91 64.48 83.94 78.47 
G1obj 61.61 35.50 38.81 94.22 89.36 RBPRIPPER-3obj 69.25 66.80 68.67 83.86 78.37 
G2obj 68.04 62.54 21.45 88.11 90.13 REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) 76.21 77.03 67.63 90.91 84.27 
G3obj 68.04 64.70 21.45 88.11 90.10 REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) 73.44 88.40 79.83 87.78 89.61 

SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) 66.09 66.87 42.26 77.67 79.13   

7.2 RQ2. Comparison of different variants of REMAP 
This research question aims to find the best configuration of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives, and among 
one another using the APFDc score. The Kruskal-Wallis test was first performed for all the samples obtained by the 1) nine 
variants of REMAP with two objectives and 2) nine variants of REMAP with three objectives. We obtained p-values less 
than 0.0001 which shows that there exists at least one variant of REMAP with significant difference for each REMAP 
with two objectives and three objectives.  

Therefore, for the post-hoc comparison we used the Vargha and Delaney statistics and Dunn’s test with Bonferroni 
correction to rank the different variants of REMAP such that for two algorithms 𝐴 and 𝐵, 𝐴 is ranked higher than 𝐵 if 𝐴!" 
is higher than 0.5 and the p-value is less than 0.05 or vice versa as mentioned in Section 6.4.1. If the p-value is higher than 
0.05, the algorithms 𝐴 and 𝐵 are ranked in the same position. Specifically, our post-hoc analysis consists of 9C2 = 36 
combinations for each REMAP with two objectives and three objectives. TABLE 5 shows the rank of different variants of 
REMAP with two objectives and three objectives such that a lower rank implies a better performance. Based on TABLE 5, 
we can observe that REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) and REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) performed the best on average among the different 
variants of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives, respectively. The detailed results are presented in Appendix 
B. Additionally, TABLE 6 presents the average APFDc scores for the nine variants of REMAP with two objectives and 
TABLE 7 presents the average APFDc scores for the nine variants of REMAP with three objectives. 

TABLE 5 Ranking of 18 variants of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives for five case studies* 

CS 
# of 
obj 

Rank 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

CS1 2 REMAP6/REMAP4 REMAP5 REMAP1/REMAP2 REMAP3 REMAP8 REMAP7/REMAP9 



3 REMAP4 REMAP5 REMAP6 REMAP1 REMAP2 REMAP3 REMAP8 REMAP9 REMAP7 

CS2 
2 REMAP7 REMAP9 REMAP4 REMAP6/REMAP8 REMAP1/REMAP5 REMAP2/REMAP3 
3 REMAP4 REMAP7 REMAP1 REMAP9 REMAP3 REMAP2 REMAP5 REMAP6 REMAP8 

CS3 
2 REMAP6 REMAP5 REMAP4 REMAP3 REMAP9 REMAP1/REMAP7 REMAP2/REMAP8 
3 REMAP4 REMAP7 REMAP1 REMAP6 REMAP3 REMAP9 REMAP5 REMAP2 REMAP8 

CS4 
2 REMAP1 REMAP3 REMAP2 REMAP5/REMAP6/REMAP7/REMAP8/REMAP9 REMAP4 
3 REMAP7 REMAP3 REMAP9 REMAP1 REMAP2 REMAP4 REMAP6 REMAP5 REMAP8 

CS5 
2 REMAP5 REMAP3 REMAP2 REMAP1 REMAP4/REMAP6/REMAP7/REMAP8/REMAP9 
3 REMAP9 REMAP4 REMAP6 REMAP1 REMAP3 REMAP7 REMAP8 REMAP2 REMAP5 

TABLE 6 APFDc score for the nine variations of REMAP with two objectives for five case studies* 

Case Study REMAP1 REMAP2 REMAP3 REMAP4 REMAP5 REMAP6 REMAP7 REMAP8 REMAP9 
CS1 72.34% 72.13% 70.83% 76.00% 75.50% 76.21% 63.21% 63.85% 63.28% 
CS2 76.62% 75.54% 75.83% 78.34% 76.05% 77.03% 79.67% 77.07% 78.89% 
CS3 65.11% 64.96% 65.47% 66.51% 67.23% 67.63% 65.23% 64.77% 65.46% 
CS4 92.17% 91.26% 91.32% 90.07% 91.21% 90.91% 91.67% 90.93% 91.01% 
CS5 84.63% 84.97% 84.94% 84.74% 86.45% 84.27% 83.81% 83.89% 84.74% 

TABLE 7 APFDc score for the nine variations of REMAP with three objectives for five case studies* 

Case Study REMAP1 REMAP2 REMAP3 REMAP4 REMAP5 REMAP6 REMAP7 REMAP8 REMAP9 
CS1 68.77% 67.72% 66.76% 73.44% 72.53% 72.39% 61.88% 64.00% 62.68% 
CS2 85.18% 77.94% 81.88% 88.40% 76.11% 84.25% 85.38% 76.01% 82.75% 
CS3 78.41% 72.88% 75.10% 79.83% 74.52% 76.00% 78.38% 72.63% 74.74% 
CS4 88.63% 87.76% 89.04% 87.78% 86.83% 87.38% 92.20% 86.50% 88.83% 
CS5 89.52% 87.24% 89.36% 89.61% 86.99% 89.32% 88.53% 87.66% 90.71% 

REMAP1: REMAPC4.5+IBEA, REMAP2: REMAPC4.5+NSGA-II, REMAP3: REMAPC4.5+SPEA2, REMAP4: REMAPRIPPER+IBEA, REMAP5: REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II, 
REMAP6: REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2, REMAP7: REMAPPART+IBEA, REMAP8: REMAPPART+NSGA-II, REMAP9: REMAPPART+SPEA2. 

Additionally, on comparing the best variant of REMAP with two objectives (i.e., REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj)) against the 
best variant of REMAP with three objectives (REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj)), we noticed that REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) performed 
significantly better than REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) for 60% (i.e., three case studies) as shown in TABLE 8. On average, 
REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) achieved an overall higher APFDC score of 4.6% as compared to REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) for the 
five case studies as shown in TABLE 4. Moreover, FIGURE 6 presents the boxplot of APFDC scores produced by 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) and REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj), which shows that overall REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) achieved a higher 
median APFDC score than REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj). 

TABLE 8 Comparison of APFDc with respect to REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) using the Vargha and Delaney Statistics and U test* 

Comparison 
CS1  CS2 CS3  CS4  CS5  

𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 
REMAP4-3obj vs. REMAP6-2obj 0.23 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.97 <0.0001 0.24 <0.0001 0.92 <0.0001 

*REMAP4-3obj: REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) , REMAP6-2obj: REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj). 
Thus, we can answer RQ2 as REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj), and REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) performed the best among the 

different variants of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives, respectively. Additionally, REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) 
performed the best on average among the 18 variants of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives. 

7.3 RQ3. Comparison of the best variants of REMAP with Greedy 
Recall that this research question aims to compare the performance of best variants of REMAP with two objectives (i.e., 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj)) and three objectives (i.e., REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj)) against the three variants of Greedy: G1obj, G2obj, 
and G3obj. TABLE 9 presents the results of comparing REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) against G1obj, G2obj, and G3obj. Based on the 
results from TABLE 9, it can be observed that REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) significantly outperformed the three variants of 
Greedy for 73.3% (11 out of 15) of the case studies. Moreover, we can observe from TABLE 4 that on average 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) achieved a better APFDc score of 15.3%, 13.2%, and 12.7% as compared to G1obj, G2obj, and G3obj. 

TABLE 9 Comparison of APFDc with respect to REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) using the Vargha and Delaney Statistics and U test 

RQ Comparison 
CS1  CS2 CS3  CS4  CS5  

𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 

3 
G1obj 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.17 <0.0001 0.01 <0.0001 
G2obj 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.85 <0.0001 0.01 <0.0001 
G3obj 1.00 <0.0001 0.99 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.85 <0.0001 0.01 <0.0001 

4 
SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2 (2obj) 1.00 <0.0001 0.95 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.95 <0.0001 0.83 <0.0001 
SSBPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) 1.00 <0.0001 0.09 <0.0001 0.98 <0.0001 0.96 <0.0001 0.50 0.862 



5 
RBPRIPPER-2obj 0.82 <0.0001 0.89 <0.0001 0.60 <0.0001 0.86 <0.0001 0.85 <0.0001 
RBPRIPPER-3obj 0.80 <0.0001 0.90 <0.0001 0.46 <0.0001 0.86 <0.0001 0.86 <0.0001 

Similarly, TABLE 10 presents the result of comparing REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) against G1obj, G2obj, and G3obj, which 
shows that it significantly outperformed G1obj, G2obj, and G3obj for 66.7% (10 out of 15) of the case studies and there was no 
significant difference in the performance for 6.7% (1 out of 15) of the case studies. Additionally, it can be observed from 
TABLE 4 that REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) attained a higher APFDc score of 19.9% (i.e., 
!".!!!!".!" ! !!.!"!!".!" ! !".!"!!".!" ! !".!"!!".!! ! !".!"!!".!"

!
), 17.8%, and 17.3% relative to G1obj, G2obj, and G3obj. 

TABLE 10 Comparison of APFDc with respect to REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) using the Vargha and Delaney Statistics and U test 

RQ Comparison 
CS1  CS2 CS3  CS4  CS5  

𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 

3 
G1obj 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.01 <0.0001 0.61 <0.0001 
G2obj 0.92 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.43 <0.0001 0.48 0.021 
G3obj 0.92 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.43 <0.0001 0.49 0.184 

4 
SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) 0.94 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.86 <0.0001 0.98 <0.0001 
SSBPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) 1.00 <0.0001 0.95 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.91 <0.0001 0.87 <0.0001 

5 
RBPRIPPER-2obj 0.70 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.89 <0.0001 0.72 <0.0001 0.98 <0.0001 
RBPRIPPER-3obj 0.69 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.82 <0.0001 0.72 <0.0001 0.98 <0.0001 

Thus, we can answer RQ2 as the two best variants of REMAP with two objectives (i.e., REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(3obj)) and 
three objectives (i.e., REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj)) performed significantly better than G1obj, G2obj, and G3obj for more than 65% 
of the case studies defined in Section 6.1. Overall, as compared to G1obj, G2obj, and G3obj, REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(3obj) and 
REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) achieved a better APFDc score of 13.7% and 18.3%, respectively. 

7.4 RQ4. Comparison of the best variants of REMAP with the best variants of SSBP 
This RQ aims to compare the best variant of REMAP with two objectives (i.e., REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj)) and three 
objectives (i.e., REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj)) against the best variants of SSBP with two objectives and three objectives. First, 
Kruskal-Wallis test was first performed for all the samples obtained by the 1) nine variants of SSBP with two objectives 
and 2) nine variants of SSBP with three objectives. We obtained p-values less than 0.0001, which shows that there exists 
at least one variant of SSBP with a significant difference for each SSBP with two objectives and three objectives.  

TABLE 11 shows the rank of nine variants of SSBP for each SSBP with two objectives and three objectives such that a 
lower rank implies a better performance using the Vargha and Delaney statistics and the Dunn’s test with Bonferroni 
Correction as done in Section 7.2. Based on TABLE 11, we can observe that on average SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) and 
SSBPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) performed the best with two objectives and three objectives, respectively. The detailed results are 
provided in Appendix D. Moreover, TABLE 12 presents the average APFDc scores for the nine variants of SSBP with two 
objectives and TABLE 13 presents the average APFDc scores for the nine variants of SSBP with three objectives. 

TABLE 11 Ranking of 18 variants of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives* 

CS 
# of 

objectives 
Rank 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

CS1 
2 SSBP6 SSBP4 SSBP5 SSBP2 SSBP1 SSBP3 SSBP7 SSBP8 SSBP9 
3 SSBP4 SSBP5 SSBP6 SSBP2 SSBP7 SSBP9 SSBP8 SSBP1 SSBP3 

CS2 
2 SSBP7 SSBP9 SSBP8 SSBP1 SSBP3 SSBP2 SSBP4 SSBP6 SSBP5 
3 SSBP7 SSBP1 SSBP4 SSBP9 SSBP3 SSBP6 SSBP8 SSBP2 SSBP5 

CS3 
2 SSBP6 SSBP9 SSBP3 SSBP5 SSBP2 SSBP8 SSBP1 SSBP4 SSBP7 
3 SSBP3 SSBP9 SSBP4 SSBP6 SSBP7 SSBP2 SSBP1 SSBP8 SSBP5 

CS4 
2 SSBP7 SSBP1 SSBP3 SSBP2 SSBP6 SSBP8 SSBP5 SSBP4 SSBP9 
3 SSBP7 SSBP4 SSBP3 SSBP1 SSBP9 SSBP6 SSBP5 SSBP2 SSBP8 

CS5 
2 SSBP5 SSBP2 SSBP6 SSBP8 SSBP3 SSBP4 SSBP1/SSBP7/SSBP9 
3 SSBP1 SSBP3 SSBP6 SSBP9 SSBP7 SSBP4 SSBP2 SSBP5 SSBP8 

TABLE 12 APFDc score for the nine variations of SSBP with two objectives for five case studies* 

Case Study SSBP1 SSBP2 SSBP3 SSBP4 SSBP5 SSBP6 SSBP7 SSBP8 SSBP9 
CS1 62.29% 63.04% 61.90% 66.08% 65.58% 66.09% 60.24% 60.22% 59.67% 
CS2 70.86% 68.80% 69.95% 68.80% 65.88% 66.87% 74.69% 72.17% 73.96% 
CS3 39.88% 40.92% 41.59% 39.69% 41.13% 42.26% 39.75% 40.85% 41.74% 
CS4 80.08% 78.50% 78.70% 77.40% 78.09% 77.67% 81.44% 78.18% 76.05% 
CS5 77.46% 80.13% 78.72% 78.00% 82.74% 79.13% 77.75% 79.04% 77.62% 



TABLE 13 APFDc score for the nine variations of SSBP with three objectives for five case studies* 

Case Study SSBP1 SSBP2 SSBP3 SSBP4 SSBP5 SSBP6 SSBP7 SSBP8 SSBP9 
CS1 56.61% 57.53% 55.63% 58.86% 58.47% 58.21% 57.09% 56.58% 56.72% 
CS2 83.61% 72.68% 79.43% 83.02% 69.86% 76.96% 86.79% 73.53% 82.03% 
CS3 53.34% 53.05% 55.36% 54.40% 51.31% 53.94% 53.68% 52.38% 54.73% 
CS4 79.28% 72.53% 79.18% 79.47% 72.62% 76.43% 80.48% 71.98% 78.92% 
CS5 84.93% 79.57% 84.86% 83.83% 77.83% 83.85% 84.02% 78.06% 83.85% 

*SSBP1: SSBPC4.5+IBEA, SSBP2: SSBPC4.5+NSGA-II, SSBP3: SSBPC4.5+SPEA2, SSBP4: SSBPRIPPER+IBEA, SSBP5: SSBPRIPPER+NSGA-II, 
SBPS6: SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2, SBPS7: SSBPPART+IBEA, SSBP8: SSBPPART+NSGA-II, SSBP9: SSBPPART+SPEA2. 

Based on TABLE 9, it can be observed that REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) significantly outperformed SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) 
and SSBPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) for 80% (8 out of 10) of the case studies, while there was no significant difference for 10% (1 out 
of 10) of the case studies. Moreover, REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) achieved a higher APFDc score of 12.8% and 7.3% on 
average as compared to SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) and SSBPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj). Similarly, we can observe from TABLE 10 that 
REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) performed significantly better than SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) and SSBPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) for 100% (10 out 
of 10) of the case studies. Additionally, REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) obtained a better APFDc score of 17.4% and 11.9% as 
compared to SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) and SSBPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj). FIGURE 6 shows that the median APFDc scores produced by 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj), REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) are much higher than SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) and SSBPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj). 

Thus, we can answer RQ4 as the best variants of REMAP with two objectives, and three objectives managed to 
significantly outperform the best variants of SSBP for more than 80% of the case studies. Overall, as compared to the best 
variants of SSBP with two and three objectives, the best variants of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives 
achieved a better APFDc score of 10.1% and 14.7% on average. 

7.5 RQ4. Comparison of the best variants of REMAP with the best variants of RBP 
Recall that this RQ aims to compare the best variants of RBP using RS2obj (i.e., RBPRIPPER-2obj) and RS3obj (i.e., RBPRIPPER-

3obj) against the best variants of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives obtained in Section 7.2. The Kruskal-
Wallis test was first performed for all the samples obtained by the 1) three variants of RBP with two objectives and 2) 
three variants of RBP with three objectives. We obtained p-values less than 0.0001, which shows that there exists at least 
one variant of RBP with a significant difference for each RBP with two objectives and three objectives. 

We use the Vargha and Delaney statistics and the Dunn’s test with Bonferroni Correction to rank the different variants 
of RBP (as done in Section 7.2) in TABLE 14 such that a lower rank implies better performance. We can observe from 
TABLE 14 that RBPRIPPER-2obj and RBPRIPPER-3obj performed the best with two objectives and three objectives. The detailed 
results are presented in Appendix E. Moreover, TABLE 15 presents the average APFDc scores for the three variants of 
RBP with two objectives and three variants of RBP with three objectives. 

TABLE 14 Ranking of six variants of RBP with two objectives and three objectives 

CS 
Initial 

Solution 
Rank 

1 2 3 

CS1 
RS2obj RBPRIPPER-2obj RBPPART-2obj RBPC4.5-2obj 
RS3obj RBPRIPPER-3obj RBPPART-2obj RBPC4.5-2obj 

CS2 
RS2obj RBPRIPPER-2obj RBPC4.5-2obj RBPPART-2obj 
RS3obj RBPRIPPER-3obj RBPC4.5-3obj RBPPART-3obj 

CS3 
RS2obj RBPRIPPER-2obj RBPC4.5-2obj RBPPART-2obj 
RS3obj RBPRIPPER-3obj RBPC4.5-2obj RBPPART-2obj 

CS4 
RS2obj RBPRIPPER-2obj RBPC4.5-2obj RBPPART-2obj 
RS3obj RBPRIPPER-2obj RBPC4.5-2obj RBPPART-2obj 

CS5 
RS2obj RBPPART-2obj RBPC4.5-2obj	 RBPRIPPER-2obj 
RS3obj RBPPART-2obj RBPC4.5-2obj RBPRIPPER-2obj 

TABLE 15 APFDc score for the six variations of RBP with two objectives and three objectives for five case studies 

Case Study RBPC4.5-2obj RBPRIPPER-2obj RBPPART-2obj RBP C4.5-3obj RBPRIPPER-3obj RBPPART-3obj 
CS1 63.61% 69.09% 64.05% 63.25% 69.25% 63.99% 
CS2 64.22% 66.91% 59.77% 64.17% 66.80% 59.81% 
CS3 63.06% 64.48% 62.97% 66.92% 68.67% 66.82% 
CS4 83.71% 83.94% 83.96% 83.65% 83.86% 83.90% 
CS5 79.84% 78.47% 79.95% 79.60% 78.37% 79.73% 



TABLE 9 and TABLE 10 presents the result of comparing the two best variants of REMAP with two objectives (i.e., 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj)) and three objectives (i.e., REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj)) against the two best variants of RBP (i.e., 
RBPRIPPER-2obj and RBPRIPPER-3obj). It can be observed from TABLE 9 and TABLE 10 that as compared to RBPRIPPER-2obj and 
RBPRIPPER-3obj, 1) REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) performs significantly better for 90% (i.e., 9 out of 10) and 2) 
REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) performs significantly better for 100% (i.e., 10 out of 10) of the case studies. Furthermore, as 
observed from TABLE 4, REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) and REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) achieved on average a better APFDc score of 
6.2% and 10.8%, respectively. Moreover, the boxplot in FIGURE 6 shows that the median APFDc score produced by 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj), REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) are higher than RBPRIPPER-2obj, and RBPRIPPER-3obj. 

Therefore, we can answer RQ5 as the two best variants of REMAP with two objectives, and three objectives performed 
significantly better than the two best variants of RBP for more than 90% of the case studies. Overall on average, the best 
variants of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives achieved a better APFDc score of 6.2% and 10.8% as 
compared to the best variants of RBP with two objectives and three objectives. 

8 OVERALL DISCUSSION AND THREATS TO VALIDITY 
8.1 Overall Discussion 
For RQ1, all the 18 variations of REMAP significantly outperformed the two variants of random search (i.e., RS2obj and 
RS3obj) for all the five case studies, which imply that the TP problems are not trivial to solve and require an efficient TP 
approach. Regarding RQ2, REMAP with the configuration of RIPPER and SPEA2 performed the best among the nine 
variants of RIPPER with two objectives, while REMAP with the configuration of RIPPER and IBEA performed the best 
among the nine variants of RIPPER with three objectives. This is in consistent with the performance of the individual 
algorithms in different approaches, for instance, 1) RIPPER performed the best among the three variants of RBP with both 
two objectives and three objectives (Section 7.5), and 2) RIPPER with SPEA2 and IBEA performed the best among the 
nine variants of SSBP with two objectives and three objectives, respectively (Section 7.4). Moreover, REMAP with the 
configuration of RIPPER and IBEA performed the best overall on average, which implies that using the execution time of 
the test cases as an objective can help improve TP. Therefore, if the execution time of the test cases is available, it is 
beneficial to use three objectives and REMAP with RIPPER and IBEA. 

For RQ3, the best configuration of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives outperformed all the three 
variants of the Greedy algorithm (i.e., G1obj, G2obj, and G3obj) for an average of 73.3% (11 out of 15) and 66.7% (10 out of 
15) of case studies, respectively. The better performance of REMAP can be explained by the fact that Greedy algorithm 
greedily prioritizes the best test case one at a time in terms of the defined objectives until the termination conditions are 
met. However, the variants of Greedy may get stuck in local search space and result in sub-optimal solutions [69]. 
Moreover, REMAP dynamically prioritizes the test cases based on the execution result of the test case using the mined 
rules defined in Section 5.2, which helps REMAP to prioritize and execute the faulty test cases as soon as possible while 
executing the test cases less likely to find fault later. On the contrary, for 26.7% of the case studies Greedy algorithm 
outperforms the best variants of REMAP. This can be explained by the fact that all test cases that failed in those case 
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FIGURE 6 Boxplot of APFDc produced by different approaches for the five case studies*. 
A1: REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj), A2: REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj), A3: RS2obj, A4: RS3obj, A5: SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj), A6: SSBPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj), A7: RBPRIPPER-2obj, A8: RBPRIPPER-3obj. 

	



studies had a comparatively high value of 𝐹𝐷𝐶 (e.g., >0.9 for CS4), and the different variants of Greedy algorithm greedily 
prioritizes the test cases, e.g., G1obj prioritizes the test cases based only on 𝐹𝐷𝐶. However, note that higher 𝐹𝐷𝐶 does not 
always imply better APFDc as shown in TABLE 4 where the three variants of the Greedy algorithm have even worse 
performance than two variants of RS for CS3. 

Regarding RQ4, as compared to the best variants of SSBP with two objectives and three objectives, the best variant of 
REMAP with 1) two objectives performed significantly better for 80% and 2) three objectives performed significantly 
better for 100% of the case studies. This implies that it is essential to consider the runtime test case execution results in 
addition to the historical execution data when addressing TP problem. More specifically, the mined fail rules (Section 5.2) 
help to prioritize the related test cases likely to fail (to execute earlier) while the mined pass rules (Section 5.2) assist in 
deprioritizing the test cases likely to pass (to execute later). The best variant of REMAP with two objectives did not 
perform significantly better than the best variant of SSBP with three objectives for 20% of the case studies, which implies 
that the execution time of the test case needs to be considered for TP. 

For RQ5, the best variant of SSBP with two objectives and three objectives significantly outperformed the best variants 
of RBP for 90% and 100% of the case studies. This can be explained by the fact that RBP has no heuristics to prioritize the 
initial set of test cases for execution and certain randomness is introduced when there are no mined rules that can be used 
to choose the next test cases for execution. As compared with RBP, REMAP uses SP (Section 5.3) to prioritize the test 
cases and take them as input for Dynamic Executor and Prioritizer (DEP). Therefore, the randomness of selecting the test 
cases for execution can be reduced when no mined rules can be applied. 

Furthermore, FIGURE 7 shows the percentage of faults detected when executing the test suite execution budget for the 
five case studies using the average of the best variants for the five approaches. : 1) RS (i.e., RS1obj and RS2obj), 2) Greedy 
(i.e., G1obj, G2obj, and G3obj), 3) SSBP (SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj), SSBPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj)), 4) RBP (RBPRIPPER-2obj, RBPRIPPER-3obj), 
and 5) REMAP (REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj), REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj)). As shown in FIGURE 7, the two best variants of 
REMAP manage to detect the faults faster than the other approaches for almost all the case studies. On an average, the two 
best variants of REMAP only required 24% of the overall test suite execution budget to detect 82% of the faults for the 
five case studies while the best variants of RS, Greedy, SSBP, and RBP took 60%, 47%, 42%, and 36% of the overall test 
suite execution budget, respectively to detect the same amount of faults as detected by the two best variants of REMAP. 

For CS2, the mean 𝐴𝑃𝐹𝐷 produced by G1obj is worse than RS2obj and RS3obj (TABLE 4) since the test cases that failed 
in CS2 had a very low value for 𝐹𝐷𝐶 (<0.2), i.e., the test cases did not fail many times in the past executions. Additionally, 
for CS3, the mean 𝐴𝑃𝐹𝐷 obtained by G1obj, G2obj, G3obj and the best variants of SSBP is worse than RS2obj and RS3obj (as 
shown in TABLE 4) due to the fact that the test cases that failed in CS3 had also a low 𝐹𝐷𝐶 (<0.5), and one test case that 
failed in CS3 had the 𝐹𝐷𝐶 value as 0. Thus, the best variants of SSBP, G1obj, G2obj, G3obj are not able to prioritize that fail 
test case (with 𝐹𝐷𝐶 value of 0) and it is executed very late (i.e., after executing more than 85% of the total test suite 
execution time) as shown in FIGURE 7. However, the best variants of REMAP and RBP still managed to find that fail test 
case by executing less than half the test suite execution budget. This is due to the fact that the mined rules help to 
deprioritize the test cases likely to pass, and thus, they are able to execute the test case for execution faster. Therefore, we 
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FIGURE 7 Percentage of total faults detected on executing test suite total execution budget*. 
A1: avg(REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj), REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj)), A2: avg(SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj), SSBPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj)),  

A3: avg(RBPRIPPER-2obj, RBPRIPPER-3obj), A4: avg(RS2obj, RS3obj), A5: avg(G1obj, G2obj, G3obj). 
	



can conclude that REMAP has the best effectiveness regarding detecting more faults by executing the test cases with the 
least amount of time budget. 

8.2 Threats to Validity 
The threats to internal validity consider the internal parameters (e.g., algorithm parameters) that might influence the 
obtained results [70]. In our experiments, internal validity threats might arise due to experiments with only one set of 
configuration settings for the algorithm parameters [71]. However, note that these settings are from the literature [72]. 
Moreover, to mitigate the internal validity threat due to parameter settings of the rule mining algorithms (e.g., PART, 
RIPPER), we used the default parameter settings that have performed well in the state-of-the-art [66, 73-75].  

Threats to construct validity arise when the measurement metrics do not sufficiently cover the concepts they are 
supposed to measure [8]. To mitigate this threat, we compared the different approaches using the Average Percentage of 
Fault Detected per Cost metric (APFDc) metric that has been widely employed in the literature when test case cost is 
available [54-56]. Another threat to construct validity is the assumption that each failed test case indicates a different 
failure in the system under test. However, the mapping between fault and test case is not easily identifiable for both the 
two industrial case studies and three open source ones, and thus we assumed that each failed test case is assumed to cause 
a separate fault. Note that such assumption is held in many works in the literature [9, 24, 31]. Moreover, we did not 
execute the test cases from the three open source case studies since we do not have access to the actual test cases. 
Therefore, we looked at the latest test cycle to obtain the test case results, which have been done in the existing literature 
when it is challenging to execute the test cases [24, 31]. 

The threats to conclusion validity relate to the factors that influence the conclusion drawn from the experiments [76].  
In our context, conclusion validity threat arises due to the use of randomized algorithms that is responsible for the random 
variation in the produced results. To mitigate this threat, we repeated each experiment 30 times for each case study to 
reduce the probability that the results were obtained by chance. Moreover, following the guidelines of reporting results for 
randomized algorithms [57], we employed the Vargha and Delaney statistics test statistics as the effect size measure to 
determine the probability of yielding higher performance by different algorithms and Mann-Whitney U test for 
determining the statistical significance of results.  

The threats to external validity are related to the external factors that affect the generalization of the results [70]. The 
first threat to external validity concerns the number of case studies used to verify the results. To mitigate this threat, we 
chose five case studies (two industrial ones and three open source ones) to evaluate REMAP empirically. It is also worth 
mentioning that such threats to external validity are common in empirical studies [50]. The second threat to external 
validity is the selection of rule mining and search algorithms. To mitigate this threat we selected three different rule mining 
algorithms from the three possible paradigms for supervised rule mining, and we also employed three representative multi-
objective search algorithms from the literature [41]. 

9 RELATED WORK 
There exists a large body of research on TP [7, 8, 26, 28, 77-79], and a broad view of the state-of-the-art on TP is 
presented in [80, 81]. Different kinds of literature have presented different prioritization techniques such as search-based 
[8, 28, 77] and linear programming based [27, 82, 83]. Since our approach REMAP is based on historical execution results 
and rule mining, we discuss the related work from these two angles. 

9.1 History-Based TP (SP) 
History-based prioritization techniques prioritize test cases based on their historical execution data with the aim to execute 
the test cases most likely to fail first [12]. History-based prioritization techniques can be classified into two categories: 
static prioritization and dynamic prioritization. Static prioritization produces a static list of test cases that are not changed 
while executing the test cases while dynamic prioritization changes the order of test cases at runtime. 

Static TP: Most of the history-based prioritization techniques produce a static order of test cases [9, 12-14, 48, 84, 85]. 
For instance, Kim et al. [12] prioritized test cases based on the historical execution data where they consider the number of 
previous faults exposed by the test cases as the key prioritizing factor. Elbaum et al. [9] used time windows from the test 
case execution history to identify how recently test cases were executed and detected failures for prioritizing test cases. 
Park et al. [84] considered the execution cost of the test case and the fault severity of the detected faults from the test case 
execution history for TP. Wang et al. [16, 29] defined fault detection capability (𝐹𝐷𝐶) as one of the objectives for TP 
while using multi-objective search. As compared to the above-mentioned works, REMAP poses at least three differences: 
1) REMAP defines two types of rules: fail rule and pass rule (Section 5.2) and mines these rules from historical test case 
execution data with the aim to support TP; 2) REMAP defines a new objective (i.e., test case reliance score for the 
component SP in Section 5.3) to measure to what extent, executing a test case can be used to predict the execution results 
of other test cases, which is not the case in the existing literature; and 3) REMAP proposes a dynamic method to update 
the test case order based on the runtime test case execution results. 

Dynamic TP: Qu et al. [86] used historical execution data to prioritize test cases statically and after that, the runtime 
execution result of the test case(s) is used for dynamic prioritization using the relation among test cases. To obtain relation 



among the test cases, they [86] group together the test cases that detected the same fault in the historical execution data 
such that all the test cases in the group are related. Our work is different from [86] in at least three aspects: 1) REMAP 
uses rule-mining to mine two types of execution rules  among test cases (Section 5.2), which is not the case in [86]; 2) 
sensitive constant needs to be set up manually to prioritize/deprioritize test cases in [86], however, REMAP does not 
require such setting; 3) REMAP uses either a)  𝐹𝐷𝐶  and 𝑇𝑅𝑆  or b)  𝐹𝐷𝐶 , 𝑇𝑅𝑆 , and 𝐸𝐸𝑇  (Section 5.3) for static 
prioritization unlike [86] whereas only 𝐹𝐷𝐶 is considered for static prioritization in [86]. 

9.2 Rule Mining for Regression Testing 
There are only a few works that focus on applying rule mining techniques for TP [87, 88]. The authors in [87, 88] modeled 
the system using Unified Modeling Language (UML) and maintained a historical data store for the system. Whenever the 
system is changed, association rule mining is used to obtain the frequent pattern of affected nodes that are then used for TP. 
As compared with these studies [87, 88], REMAP is different in at least two ways: 1) REMAP uses the execution result of 
the test cases to obtain fail rules and pass rules; 2) REMAP dynamically updates the test order based on the test case 
execution results. 

Another work [31] proposed a rule mining based technique for improving the effectiveness of the test suite for 
regression testing. More specifically, they use association rule mining to mine the execution relations between the smoke 
test failures (smoke tests refer to a small set of test cases that are executed before running the regression test cases) and test 
case failures using the historical execution data. When the smoke tests fail, the related test cases are executed. As 
compared to this approach, REMAP has at least three key differences: 1) we aim at addressing test case prioritization 
problem while the test case order is not considered in [31]; 2) REMAP uses a search-based test case prioritization 
component to obtain the static order of test case before execution, which is different than [31] that executes a set of smoke 
test cases to select the test cases for execution; 3) REMAP defines two sets of rules (i.e., fail rule and pass rule) while only 
fail rule is considered in [31]. 

In our conference paper [17], we proposed a TP approach, REMAP that uses rule mining (using RIPPER) and multi-
objective search (using NSGA-II) for dynamic test case prioritization. The performance of REMAP is assessed using 
Average Percentage of Faults Detected (𝐴𝑃𝐹𝐷) metric and compared with one variant of RS, two variants of Greedy, one 
variant of SSBP, and one variant of RBP. As compared to this work, our current paper has at least four key differences: 1) 
an extensive evaluation of REMAP is conducted using a combination of three rule mining algorithms (i.e., C4.5, RIPPER, 
and PART) and three search algorithms (i.e., NSGA-II, SPEA2, IBEA) for a total of nine different configurations of 
REMAP; 2) an additional objective (i.e., EET) for SP in REMAP is defined and, nine more configurations of REMAP are 
evaluated (i.e., in total we evaluate 18 configurations of REMAP); 3) the performance of the approaches are assessed using 
the Average Percentage of Faults Detected per Cost (𝐴𝑃𝐹𝐷𝑐) metric that takes into account the execution time of the test 
cases; 4) different variants of REMAP are compared with two variants of RS, three variants of Greedy, 18 variants of 
SSBP, and six variants of RBP. 

10 CONCLUSION  
This paper introduces and conducts an extensive empirical evaluation of a rule mining and search-based dynamic 
prioritization approach (named as REMAP) that has three key components (i.e., Rule Miner, Static Prioritizer, and 
Dynamic Executor and Prioritizer) with the aim to detect faults earlier. REMAP was extensively evaluated by employing 
five case studies: two industrial ones and three open source ones using 1) three rule mining algorithms, 2) three search 
algorithms,  and 3) two different set of objectives (i.e., two and three). REMAP with the configuration of RIPPER and 
SPEA2 performed the best while using two objectives while REMAP with the configuration of RIPPER and IBEA 
performed the best while using three objectives among the 18 variations of REMAP. The results showed that the best 
variants of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives achieved a higher Average Percentage of Faults Detected per 
Cost (𝐴𝑃𝐹𝐷!) of 14.2% (i.e., 13.2%, 15.9%, 21.5%, 13.3%, and 6.9%) and 18.8% (i.e., 10.4%, 27.3%, 33.7%, 10.1%, and 
12.2%) as compared to the best variants of random search, greedy, static search-based prioritization, and rule-based 
prioritization with two objectives and three objectives. In the future, we plan to involve test engineers from our industrial 
partner to deploy and assess the effectiveness of the best configuration of REMAP in real industrial settings. 
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Appendix A: Comparing 18 variations of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives against random search 
with two objectives (i.e., RS2obj) and three objectives (i.e., RS3obj) 
In this section, we provide detailed results for RQ1 corresponding to five case studies. 

TABLE 16 Comparison of APFDc for 18 variations of REMAP against RS2obj using the Vargha and Delaney statistics and U Test 

Comparison 
CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CS5 

𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 
REMAPC4.5+IBEA(2obj) 0.94 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.77 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPC4.5+NSGA-II(2obj) 0.94 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.77 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPC4.5+SPEA2(2obj) 0.93 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.78 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(2obj) 0.98 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.79 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II(2obj) 0.97 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.80 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) 0.98 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.80 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPPART+IBEA(2obj) 0.80 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.77 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II(2obj) 0.81 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.77 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPPART+SPEA2(2obj) 0.80 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.78 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPC4.5+IBEA(3obj) 0.90 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.91 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPC4.5+NSGA-II(3obj) 0.86 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.86 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPC4.5+SPEA2(3obj) 0.85 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.88 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) 0.95 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.92 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II(3obj) 0.93 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.87 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(3obj) 0.94 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.89 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPPART+IBEA(3obj) 0.76 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.91 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II(3obj) 0.79 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.85 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPPART+SPEA2(3obj) 0.76 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.88 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 

TABLE 17 Comparison of APFDc for 18 variations of REMAP against RS3obj using the Vargha and Delaney statistics and U Test 

Comparison 
CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CS5 

𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 

REMAPC4.5+IBEA(2obj) 0.94 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.68 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPC4.5+NSGA-II(2obj) 0.94 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.68 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPC4.5+SPEA2(2obj) 0.92 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.69 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(2obj) 0.97 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.70 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II(2obj) 0.97 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.71 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(2obj) 0.97 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.72 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPPART+IBEA(2obj) 0.78 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.68 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II(2obj) 0.80 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.67 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPPART+SPEA2(2obj) 0.78 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.68 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPC4.5+IBEA(3obj) 0.89 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.86 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPC4.5+NSGA-II(3obj) 0.85 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.79 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPC4.5+SPEA2(3obj) 0.84 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.82 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPRIPPER+IBEA(3obj) 0.95 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.88 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II(3obj) 0.93 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.81 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2(3obj) 0.93 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.83 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPPART+IBEA(3obj) 0.75 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.86 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II(3obj) 0.78 <0.0001 0.99 <0.0001 0.79 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
REMAPPART+SPEA2(3obj) 0.76 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.82 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 
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Appendix B: Comparison of different variants of REMAP with two objectives and three objectives  
In this section, we provide detailed results for RQ2 corresponding to five case studies. 

TABLE 18 Comparison of APFDc using the Vargha and Delaney statistics and Dunn’s Test in conjunction with the Bonferroni 
Correction between REMAPa and REMAPb with two objectives for five case studies 

REMAPa REMAPb 
CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CS5 

𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-val 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-val 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-val 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-val 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-val 

REMAPC4.5+IBEA 

REMAPC4.5+NSGA-II 0.519 1.000 0.570 <0.05 0.505 1.000 0.611 <0.05 0.479 1.000 
REMAPC4.5+SPEA2 0.641 <0.05 0.562 <0.05 0.474 <0.05 0.599 <0.05 0.488 1.000 
REMAPRIPPER+IBEA 0.121 <0.05 0.360 <0.05 0.420 <0.05 0.702 <0.05 0.513 1.000 
REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II 0.161 <0.05 0.518 1.000 0.385 <0.05 0.614 <0.05 0.385 <0.05 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.128 <0.05 0.448 <0.05 0.360 <0.05 0.624 <0.05 0.535 1.000 
REMAPPART+IBEA 0.992 <0.05 0.232 <0.05 0.493 1.000 0.624 <0.05 0.570 1.000 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II 0.979 <0.05 0.447 <0.05 0.517 0.410 0.634 <0.05 0.571 0.428 
REMAPPART+SPEA2 0.987 <0.05 0.306 <0.05 0.481 0.542 0.641 <0.05 0.504 1.000 

REMAPC4.5+NSGA-II 

REMAPC4.5+SPEA2 0.617 <0.05 0.489 1.000 0.467 <0.05 0.489 1.000 0.507 1.000 
REMAPRIPPER+IBEA 0.128 <0.05 0.308 <0.05 0.413 <0.05 0.610 <0.05 0.520 1.000 
REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II 0.165 <0.05 0.457 <0.05 0.382 <0.05 0.512 1.000 0.390 <0.05 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.132 <0.05 0.392 <0.05 0.353 <0.05 0.529 0.710 0.579 1.000 
REMAPPART+IBEA 0.990 <0.05 0.193 <0.05 0.491 1.000 0.529 0.710 0.585 0.142 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II 0.972 <0.05 0.386 <0.05 0.513 1.000 0.529 0.379 0.587 <0.05 
REMAPPART+SPEA2 0.983 <0.05 0.260 <0.05 0.479 0.080 0.520 1.000 0.524 1.000 

REMAPC4.5+SPEA2 

REMAPRIPPER+IBEA 0.073 <0.05 0.302 <0.05 0.447 <0.05 0.621 <0.05 0.575 1.000 
REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II 0.096 <0.05 0.466 <0.05 0.413 <0.05 0.522 1.000 0.379 <0.05 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.078 <0.05 0.395 <0.05 0.379 <0.05 0.539 0.104 0.575 0.635 
REMAPPART+IBEA 0.970 <0.05 0.180 <0.05 0.528 <0.05 0.539 0.104 0.615 0.077 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II 0.941 <0.05 0.387 <0.05 0.548 <0.05 0.541 <0.05 0.624 <0.05 
REMAPPART+SPEA2 0.959 <0.05 0.254 <0.05 0.510 1.000 0.533 0.910 0.551 1.000 

REMAPRIPPER+IBEA 

REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II 0.589 <0.05 0.640 <0.05 0.464 <0.05 0.400 <0.05 0.282 <0.05 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.465 1.000 0.574 <0.05 0.428 <0.05 0.427 <0.05 0.545 1.000 
REMAPPART+IBEA 1.000 <0.05 0.348 <0.05 0.583 <0.05 0.427 <0.05 0.566 1.000 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II 0.999 <0.05 0.580 <0.05 0.602 <0.05 0.419 <0.05 0.628 1.000 
REMAPPART+SPEA2 1.000 <0.05 0.441 <0.05 0.564 <0.05 0.399 <0.05 0.498 1.000 

REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II 

REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.390 <0.05 0.436 <0.05 0.468 <0.05 0.518 1.000 0.718 <0.05 
REMAPPART+IBEA 1.000 <0.05 0.232 <0.05 0.616 <0.05 0.518 1.000 0.724 <0.05 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II 0.999 <0.05 0.434 <0.05 0.635 <0.05 0.515 1.000 0.751 <0.05 
REMAPPART+SPEA2 1.000 <0.05 0.308 <0.05 0.597 <0.05 0.501 1.000 0.682 0.143 

REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2 
REMAPPART+IBEA 1.000 <0.05 0.276 <0.05 0.644 <0.05 0.510 1.000 0.539 1.000 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II 0.999 <0.05 0.499 1.000 0.662 <0.05 0.493 1.000 0.548 1.000 
REMAPPART+SPEA2 0.999 <0.05 0.367 <0.05 0.623 <0.05 0.484 1.000 0.461 1.000 

REMAPPART+IBEA 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II 0.434 <0.05 0.726 <0.05 0.523 0.171 0.493 1.000 0.525 1.000 
REMAPPART+SPEA2 0.496 1.000 0.584 <0.05 0.485 1.000 0.484 1.000 0.430 1.000 

REMAPPART+NSGA-II REMAPPART+SPEA2 0.556 0.063 0.360 <0.05 0.464 <0.05 0.483 1.000 0.413 1.000 

TABLE 19 Comparison of APFDc using the Vargha and Delaney statistics and Dunn’s Test in conjunction with the Bonferroni 
Correction between REMAPa and REMAPb with three objectives for five case studies 

REMAPa REMAPb 
CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CS5 

𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-val 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-val 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-val 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-val 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-val 

REMAPC4.5+IBEA 

REMAPC4.5+NSGA-II 0.529 <0.05 0.863 <0.05 0.757 <0.05 0.533 <0.05 0.698 <0.05 
REMAPC4.5+SPEA2 0.603 <0.05 0.736 <0.05 0.661 <0.05 0.463 <0.05 0.512 1.000 
REMAPRIPPER+IBEA 0.131 <0.05 0.186 <0.05 0.321 <0.05 0.557 <0.05 0.479 1.000 
REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II 0.279 <0.05 0.902 <0.05 0.679 <0.05 0.603 <0.05 0.675 <0.05 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.267 <0.05 0.902 <0.05 0.615 <0.05 0.567 <0.05 0.496 1.000 
REMAPPART+IBEA 0.922 <0.05 0.465 0.749 0.483 1.000 0.187 <0.05 0.603 <0.05 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II 0.731 <0.05 0.905 <0.05 0.761 <0.05 0.662 <0.05 0.661 <0.05 
REMAPPART+SPEA2 0.823 <0.05 0.676 <0.05 0.671 <0.05 0.483 0.532 0.354 <0.05 
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REMAPC4.5+NSGA-II 

REMAPC4.5+SPEA2 0.552 <0.05 0.304 <0.05 0.401 <0.05 0.439 <0.05 0.313 <0.05 
REMAPRIPPER+IBEA 0.226 <0.05 0.033 <0.05 0.180 <0.05 0.521 0.331 0.279 <0.05 
REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II 0.300 <0.05 0.579 <0.05 0.431 <0.05 0.560 <0.05 0.507 1.000 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.300 <0.05 0.579 <0.05 0.364 <0.05 0.533 <0.05 0.312 <0.05 
REMAPPART+IBEA 0.778 <0.05 0.124 <0.05 0.244 <0.05 0.221 <0.05 0.398 <0.05 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II 0.643 <0.05 0.583 <0.05 0.505 1.000 0.595 <0.05 0.468 <0.05 
REMAPPART+SPEA2 0.719 <0.05 0.261 <0.05 0.417 <0.05 0.454 <0.05 0.198 <0.05 

REMAPC4.5+SPEA2 

REMAPRIPPER+IBEA 0.149 <0.05 0.074 <0.05 0.258 <0.05 0.594 <0.05 0.474 0.293 
REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II 0.237 <0.05 0.762 <0.05 0.524 0.149 0.625 <0.05 0.665 <0.05 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.232 <0.05 0.762 <0.05 0.455 <0.05 0.599 <0.05 0.490 1.000 
REMAPPART+IBEA 0.762 <0.05 0.235 <0.05 0.344 <0.05 0.233 <0.05 0.593 <0.05 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II 0.604 <0.05 0.766 <0.05 0.603 <0.05 0.688 <0.05 0.649 <0.05 
REMAPPART+SPEA2 0.693 <0.05 0.438 <0.05 0.516 1.000 0.513 1.000 0.341 <0.05 

REMAPRIPPER+IBEA 

REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II 0.555 <0.05 0.973 <0.05 0.742 <0.05 0.551 <0.05 0.687 <0.05 
REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.578 <0.05 0.973 <0.05 0.679 <0.05 0.508 1.000 0.505 1.000 
REMAPPART+IBEA 0.985 <0.05 0.830 <0.05 0.691 <0.05 0.147 <0.05 0.623 <0.05 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II 0.909 <0.05 0.974 <0.05 0.828 <0.05 0.611 <0.05 0.680 <0.05 
REMAPPART+SPEA2 0.947 <0.05 0.895 <0.05 0.755 <0.05 0.420 <0.05 0.350 <0.05 

REMAPRIPPER+NSGA-II 

REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.510 1.000 0.510 1.000 0.436 <0.05 0.467 <0.05 0.335 <0.05 
REMAPPART+IBEA 0.950 <0.05 0.089 <0.05 0.324 <0.05 0.151 <0.05 0.403 <0.05 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II 0.837 <0.05 0.504 1.000 0.573 <0.05 0.538 <0.05 0.464 0.064 
REMAPPART+SPEA2 0.892 <0.05 0.201 <0.05 0.491 1.000 0.378 <0.05 0.229 <0.05 

REMAPRIPPER+SPEA2 
REMAPPART+IBEA 0.960 <0.05 0.089 <0.05 0.396 <0.05 0.144 <0.05 0.598 <0.05 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II 0.845 <0.05 0.504 1.000 0.640 <0.05 0.593 <0.05 0.649 <0.05 
REMAPPART+SPEA2 0.900 <0.05 0.201 <0.05 0.561 <0.05 0.411 <0.05 0.359 <0.05 

REMAPPART+IBEA 
REMAPPART+NSGA-II 0.339 <0.05 0.913 <0.05 0.761 <0.05 0.862 <0.05 0.566 <0.05 
REMAPPART+SPEA2 0.449 <0.05 0.712 <0.05 0.667 <0.05 0.809 <0.05 0.277 <0.05 

REMAPPART+NSGA-II REMAPPART+SPEA2 0.594 <0.05 0.197 <0.05 0.413 <0.05 0.319 <0.05 0.232 <0.05 

Appendix D: Comparison of different variants of SSBP with two objectives and three objectives  
In this section, we provide detailed results for RQ4 corresponding to five case studies. 

TABLE 20 Comparison of APFDc using the Vargha and Delaney statistics and Dunn’s Test in conjunction with the Bonferroni 
Correction between SSBPa and SSBPb with two objectives for five case studies 

SSBPa SSBPb 
CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CS5 

𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 

SSBPC4.5+IBEA 

SSBPC4.5+NSGA-II 0.408 <0.05 0.637 <0.05 0.452 <0.05 0.542 0.067 0.347 <0.05 
SSBPC4.5+SPEA2 0.546 <0.05 0.581 <0.05 0.433 <0.05 0.542 0.101 0.438 1.000 
SSBPRIPPER+IBEA 0.093 <0.05 0.672 <0.05 0.506 1.000 0.620 <0.05 0.468 1.000 
SSBPRIPPER+NSGA-II 0.133 <0.05 0.797 <0.05 0.449 <0.05 0.597 <0.05 0.233 <0.05 
SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.128 <0.05 0.750 <0.05 0.407 <0.05 0.560 <0.05 0.401 0.383 
SSBPPART+IBEA 0.746 <0.05 0.189 <0.05 0.507 1.000 0.432 <0.05 0.501 1.000 
SSBPPART+NSGA-II 0.717 <0.05 0.389 <0.05 0.457 <0.05 0.569 <0.05 0.426 1.000 
SSBPPART+SPEA2 0.768 <0.05 0.275 <0.05 0.429 <0.05 0.632 <0.05 0.484 1.000 

SSBPC4.5+NSGA-II 

SSBPC4.5+SPEA2 0.619 <0.05 0.437 <0.05 0.483 0.745 0.500 1.000 0.601 0.088 
SSBPRIPPER+IBEA 0.169 <0.05 0.515 1.000 0.561 <0.05 0.563 <0.05 0.675 <0.05 
SSBPRIPPER+NSGA-II 0.217 <0.05 0.665 <0.05 0.500 1.000 0.539 <0.05 0.305 <0.05 
SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.202 <0.05 0.610 <0.05 0.462 <0.05 0.518 1.000 0.553 1.000 
SSBPPART+IBEA 0.795 <0.05 0.129 <0.05 0.558 <0.05 0.404 <0.05 0.619 <0.05 
SSBPPART+NSGA-II 0.765 <0.05 0.288 <0.05 0.509 1.000 0.530 1.000 0.589 0.353 
SSBPPART+SPEA2 0.806 <0.05 0.197 <0.05 0.479 0.177 0.602 <0.05 0.672 0.130 

SSBPC4.5+SPEA2 

SSBPRIPPER+IBEA 0.115 <0.05 0.584 <0.05 0.577 <0.05 0.564 <0.05 0.546 1.000 
SSBPRIPPER+NSGA-II 0.149 <0.05 0.733 <0.05 0.518 0.542 0.540 <0.05 0.247 <0.05 
SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.140 <0.05 0.678 <0.05 0.479 <0.05 0.527 1.000 0.457 1.000 
SSBPPART+IBEA 0.674 <0.05 0.158 <0.05 0.575 <0.05 0.403 <0.05 0.548 1.000 
SSBPPART+NSGA-II 0.659 <0.05 0.332 <0.05 0.526 <0.05 0.522 1.000 0.482 1.000 
SSBPPART+SPEA2 0.710 <0.05 0.233 <0.05 0.497 1.000 0.596 <0.05 0.564 1.000 
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SSBPRIPPER+IBEA 

SSBPRIPPER+NSGA-II 0.564 <0.05 0.670 <0.05 0.442 <0.05 0.485 1.000 0.194 <0.05 
SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.500 0.817 0.612 <0.05 0.393 <0.05 0.473 0.632 0.411 0.623 
SSBPPART+IBEA 0.978 <0.05 0.101 <0.05 0.503 1.000 0.328 <0.05 0.521 1.000 
SSBPPART+NSGA-II 0.952 <0.05 0.259 <0.05 0.450 <0.05 0.450 0.217 0.448 1.000 
SSBPPART+SPEA2 0.967 <0.05 0.169 <0.05 0.420 <0.05 0.537 1.000 0.539 1.000 

SSBPRIPPER+NSGA-II 

SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.442 0.067 0.440 <0.05 0.459 <0.05 0.496 1.000 0.727 <0.05 
SSBPPART+IBEA 0.963 <0.05 0.051 <0.05 0.559 <0.05 0.352 <0.05 0.740 <0.05 
SSBPPART+NSGA-II 0.932 <0.05 0.158 <0.05 0.508 1.000 0.462 1.000 0.742 <0.05 
SSBPPART+SPEA2 0.951 <0.05 0.097 <0.05 0.477 0.122 0.546 <0.05 0.789 <0.05 

SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2 
SSBPPART+IBEA 0.960 <0.05 0.072 <0.05 0.605 <0.05 0.395 <0.05 0.577 0.903 
SSBPPART+NSGA-II 0.933 <0.05 0.196 <0.05 0.550 <0.05 0.501 1.000 0.535 1.000 
SSBPPART+SPEA2 0.951 <0.05 0.123 <0.05 0.518 0.222 0.573 <0.05 0.619 1.000 

SSBPPART+IBEA 
SSBPPART+NSGA-II 0.507 1.000 0.679 <0.05 0.450 <0.05 0.634 <0.05 0.445 1.000 
SSBPPART+SPEA2 0.572 <0.05 0.553 <0.05 0.421 <0.05 0.696 <0.05 0.508 1.000 

SSBPPART+NSGA-II SSBPPART+SPEA2 0.556 <0.05 0.385 <0.05 0.469 <0.05 0.585 <0.05 0.583 1.000 

TABLE 21 Comparison of APFDc using the Vargha and Delaney statistics and Dunn’s Test in conjunction with the Bonferroni 
correction between SSBPa and SSBPb with three objectives for five case studies 

SSBPa SSBPb 
CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CS5 

𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 

SSBPC4.5+IBEA 

SSBPC4.5+NSGA-II 0.448 <0.05 0.926 <0.05 0.492 1.000 0.698 <0.05 0.722 <0.05 
SSBPC4.5+SPEA2 0.554 <0.05 0.772 <0.05 0.416 <0.05 0.497 1.000 0.501 1.000 
SSBPRIPPER+IBEA 0.321 <0.05 0.557 <0.05 0.440 <0.05 0.499 1.000 0.561 <0.05 
SSBPRIPPER+NSGA-II 0.409 <0.05 0.949 <0.05 0.545 <0.05 0.713 <0.05 0.753 <0.05 
SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.427 <0.05 0.864 <0.05 0.465 <0.05 0.609 <0.05 0.535 <0.05 
SSBPPART+IBEA 0.454 <0.05 0.199 <0.05 0.481 1.000 0.422 <0.05 0.548 <0.05 
SSBPPART+NSGA-II 0.487 <0.05 0.904 <0.05 0.504 1.000 0.771 <0.05 0.773 <0.05 
SSBPPART+SPEA2 0.491 0.148 0.614 <0.05 0.425 <0.05 0.507 1.000 0.535 <0.05 

SSBPC4.5+NSGA-II 

SSBPC4.5+SPEA2 0.576 <0.05 0.231 <0.05 0.440 <0.05 0.307 <0.05 0.261 <0.05 
SSBPRIPPER+IBEA 0.462 <0.05 0.085 <0.05 0.467 <0.05 0.297 <0.05 0.305 <0.05 
SSBPRIPPER+NSGA-II 0.465 <0.05 0.600 <0.05 0.543 <0.05 0.495 1.000 0.558 <0.05 
SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.484 0.777 0.338 <0.05 0.482 0.239 0.390 <0.05 0.318 <0.05 
SSBPPART+IBEA 0.533 <0.05 0.016 <0.05 0.494 1.000 0.263 <0.05 0.313 <0.05 
SSBPPART+NSGA-II 0.533 <0.05 0.471 <0.05 0.513 1.000 0.528 <0.05 0.572 <0.05 
SSBPPART+SPEA2 0.535 <0.05 0.132 <0.05 0.453 <0.05 0.318 <0.05 0.318 <0.05 

SSBPC4.5+SPEA2 

SSBPRIPPER+IBEA 0.332 <0.05 0.258 <0.05 0.544 <0.05 0.493 1.000 0.569 <0.05 
SSBPRIPPER+NSGA-II 0.394 <0.05 0.838 <0.05 0.604 <0.05 0.704 <0.05 0.764 <0.05 
SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.402 <0.05 0.641 <0.05 0.546 <0.05 0.606 <0.05 0.533 <0.05 
SSBPPART+IBEA 0.419 <0.05 0.066 <0.05 0.572 <0.05 0.424 <0.05 0.553 <0.05 
SSBPPART+NSGA-II 0.457 <0.05 0.740 <0.05 0.572 <0.05 0.755 <0.05 0.784 <0.05 
SSBPPART+SPEA2 0.454 <0.05 0.334 <0.05 0.513 1.000 0.511 1.000 0.533 <0.05 

SSBPRIPPER+IBEA 

SSBPRIPPER+NSGA-II 0.517 <0.05 0.942 <0.05 0.581 <0.05 0.718 <0.05 0.728 <0.05 
SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.528 <0.05 0.847 <0.05 0.507 1.000 0.616 <0.05 0.471 1.000 
SSBPPART+IBEA 0.639 <0.05 0.139 <0.05 0.542 <0.05 0.423 <0.05 0.495 1.000 
SSBPPART+NSGA-II 0.586 <0.05 0.892 <0.05 0.540 <0.05 0.774 <0.05 0.750 <0.05 
SSBPPART+SPEA2 0.598 <0.05 0.569 <0.05 0.467 0.097 0.517 0.261 0.471 1.000 

SSBPRIPPER+NSGA-II 

SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2 0.521 0.187 0.245 <0.05 0.436 <0.05 0.385 <0.05 0.284 <0.05 
SSBPPART+IBEA 0.576 <0.05 0.018 <0.05 0.442 <0.05 0.243 <0.05 0.274 <0.05 
SSBPPART+NSGA-II 0.565 <0.05 0.372 <0.05 0.472 <0.05 0.543 <0.05 0.508 1.000 
SSBPPART+SPEA2 0.569 <0.05 0.091 <0.05 0.408 <0.05 0.310 <0.05 0.284 <0.05 

SSBPRIPPER+SPEA2 
SSBPPART+IBEA 0.551 <0.05 0.031 <0.05 0.521 0.230 0.326 <0.05 0.513 1.000 
SSBPPART+NSGA-II 0.550 <0.05 0.632 <0.05 0.532 <0.05 0.670 <0.05 0.732 <0.05 
SSBPPART+SPEA2 0.554 <0.05 0.219 <0.05 0.467 <0.05 0.409 <0.05 0.510 1.000 

SSBPPART+IBEA 
SSBPPART+NSGA-II 0.509 1.000 0.976 <0.05 0.515 1.000 0.802 <0.05 0.746 <0.05 
SSBPPART+SPEA2 0.515 1.000 0.858 <0.05 0.438 <0.05 0.574 <0.05 0.487 1.000 

SSBPPART+NSGA-II SSBPPART+SPEA2 0.500 1.000 0.156 <0.05 0.440 <0.05 0.262 <0.05 0.268 <0.05 
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Appendix E: Comparison of different variants of RBP with two objectives and three objectives  
In this section, we provide detailed results for RQ5 corresponding to five case studies. 

TABLE 22 Comparison of APFDc using the Vargha and Delaney statistics and Dunn’s Test in conjunction with the Bonferroni 
correction between RBPa and RBPb with two objectives for five case studies 

RBPa RBPb 
CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CS5 

𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 

RBPC4.5-2obj 
RBPRIPPER-2obj 0.334 <0.05 0.387 <0.05 0.465 <0.05 0.465 <0.05 0.583 <0.05 
RBPPART-2obj 0.488 1.000 0.680 <0.05 0.502 1.000 0.502 1.000 0.493 1.000 

RBPRIPPER-2obj RBPPART-2obj 0.674 <0.05 0.763 <0.05 0.537 <0.05 0.537 <0.05 0.410 <0.05 

TABLE 23 Comparison of APFDc using the Vargha and Delaney statistics and Dunn’s Test in conjunction with the Bonferroni 
correction between RBPa and RBPb with three objectives for five case studies 

RBPa RBPb 
CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CS5 

𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 𝑨𝟏𝟐 p-value 

RBPC4.5-3obj 
RBPRIPPER-3obj 0.324 <0.05 0.387 <0.05 0.458 <0.05 0.458 <0.05 0.573 <0.05 
RBPPART-3obj 0.477 0.083 0.679 <0.05 0.502 1.000 0.502 1.000 0.493 1.000 

RBPRIPPER-3obj RBPPART-3obj 0.672 <0.05 0.763 <0.05 0.544 <0.05 0.544 <0.05 0.420 <0.05 
 
 
 


